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PREFACE.
I PUBLISH this work to contribute my mite to the wave of thought energy
which is now rapidly unfolding wisdom to mankind.
If I can shed one small ray of light upon the fertile soil of the scientfic
and philosophic field, being so diligently tilled by the great minds of the
day, I shall feel grateful for the privilege of thus adding, some, to the grow,
ing energy which tends to lighten the burden of these researchers who toil
in the best interests of mankind.
My efforts, from both a literary and scientific view, may appear crude
even to the casual reader, but so is the humble earth crude and uncouth,
yet from its bosom spring our every comfort and joy.
The truth is always clothed in simple raiment, oftimes appearing ob
scenely nude to those who cherish false beliefs or selfish views.
The greatest scientific facts rest upon the simplest laws.
These need no gaudy attire ; they are clothed in the intrinsic light
of good.
As the greater parts of the planetary system shed their benign rays
upon the surface of the humble earth, her feeble energy grows into a mighty
power, giving birth to living kingdoms.
In like manner, may the great minds of the scientific world find some
small grain of truth in my work, worthy to be cherished and watered by
their thoughts, that it may prosper, blossom and bear fair fruit, useful to
them and their fellows.
I have a rich reward in the knowledge that much of it I have gathered
in my own little world. The great and all wise Creator was kind enough to
endow me with the power to think and reason, in some small degree, and
gave me dominion over my own kingdom, wherein I might analyze and
examine all things freely without challenge or cost.
Many of my conclusions may be hasty and erroneous, but if my views,
as herein expressed, should lead any mind into a channel of thought leading
to a new, or helping to establish an old, scientific truth, then I shall feel tha1
I have been truly useful to my period and my efforts have not been in vain.
I reverence the grand old philosophers of past ages; they were truly
great masters; and, I cherish an abiding faith in nature. I make grateful
acknowledgment to both, of my indebtedness to them, for generous aid in
preparing this work.
Xhe author.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. I, 19OJ.

LISSOM MO. I.
PRIMORDIAL

WATM

TBI Sjggjgg OF THE SERPENTS.
Vital ermrgy le Ufa.

in its potential state, it rests lr

aaeuum and darkness.
In Its aotive state, it manifests by vibration, and evolves
light.
Vibration c.reates natter, and from matter physical forms are
made.
Hatter is of tiro kinds, inorganio, and organic
Inorganio matter is still in a state of darkness.

Organio

bodies have sense, and sense is a quality of light.
Inorganlo natter represents a state of exhausted energy.
Organio matter represents a state of radio-aotivity.
Organio life releases vibration from bondage in matter, and
restores It to vacuum, and a state of potential rest.
Shis is the sum total of the creative aot.
all of the phenomena. of nature.
3

In it are found

She vibratory a«t is a never ending oyole^ unlimited, and unre
strained as a whole, but limited and under control in its parts.
Life perfects and manifests itself in material forms: worlds,
nuns, moons, vegetables and aninals;

these are all parts of one

great creative a*t, eaoh part having its specific plaoe and function
in the body of the whole, with perfeoted man as its orowning glory.
Man, in his highest state of spiritual and physical develop
ment, becomes the physical manifestation, and personal representati*fte
of the first great pause.
If vital energy is life, and the first cause, it must be the
conscious ego of the creative process, and capable of recording in
its works the evidences to demonstrate anrt establish its omnipotent
nature.
Nature is logical;

the law, order and system, displayed in

the development of its parts, conclusively establish this.
These are the limiting forces which maintain the harmony sta
bility and integrity of the whole universal fabric.
The animal life upon the surfaoe of world* is the last organic
product of the creative aot, with man, the highest type of animal
Kind.
There are degrees also, in the development of man to a state
of perfection, as marked as those which distinguish him from/the
lower animals.

-sIn his highest estate, he is endowed with the God-like faoultieb
ol abstraotive thought, and inductive reasoning.
It is by these supreme faoulties nan cones into an understanding
of nature, thereby learning all of its secret s, tack to the very
origin of life itself.
When he reasons from cause to effect, he finds .wrapped in
the effeot, a reoord and history of the cause which produced it;
ke then learns to reason baok from effeot to cause, with unerring
results.
Mature kindly provides material symbols of all her hidden
operations, in order that man may know the truth and not go astray
therefrom.
Every perfeoted, organized system in the universe is created
by the same primordial set of vibrations, and made from the one and
original pattern.
the organio life upon the surfaoe of worlds, la a living,
breathing reproduction, and record of nature ^a mental processes,
which may be read as the pages of an open book, by those understand
ing nature's language, the simplest and plainest of all languages.
It is more than passing strange, that our systems of education.
praotically, ignore the beautiful lessons smiled at us from nature ' a
beaming faoe.

The trees, the flowers, the fruits, the shining

metals, sparkling orystals, cunning insects, birds, reptiles and

animals, all bear their speeifio messages of love and wisdom from
Ood to man.

Yet, we tnke the most superficial view of them.

How can the odd little stamen of the flower be of speclal in
terest to us?

Whyt without it we could have no lusolous fruits.

Should we not show it deep respect?
what can the delicate petals and leaves teach us?

The deep

est mysteries of our own existence.
What can the metals ooncern us, excepting for their uses in
the arts and sciences?
put;

This is the basest use to which they are

they are pleading, in their dumb way, to tell us the age of

worlds, and of what they are composed.
We bedeck, and ornament our persons with sparkling gems, plac
ing upon them only the commercial value of baubles, without a thought
of their intrinsic purposes and worth.
What can the insects tell us, that we do not already know?
They are the living symbols of nature's thoughts.
Moat of all, what good lesson can gome out of a serpent?
The ancient philosophers tried to bestow upon us by their works
a legacy, involving the good reputation of the serpent, but mankind
has seen fit to brand him with infamy and sink him in ill repute.
Beginning our search for basic principles, and fundamental laws,
we look into nature 'a book for the symbol of Vibration.

Ie are

mortified and ehagr ined to find the lowly and mueh despised serpent

-5our first teaoher.

Bre long we will be found making humble apolo

gies to him, and following and watching him, with eager delight,
as his friendly trail leads us to the greatest treasures in nature.
We shall soon learn to know he has, for some designing purpose,
been slandered, and, when we find him so very close to the origin of
life, we feel that the ancients who worshiped the serpent , as a
physical representation of. God, were much nearer the truth, and
had a better conception of what God is, than any subsequent peoples.
In animal nature, the serpent symbolizes oreative vibration.
In its movements, it bespeaks the deepest principles,revealing
all of the primordial wr."es which mark the movements of matter,
baok to the very origin

of life.

Even its mode of life resembles

vibration, living, as it dces, equally well, upon the earth's Burface, beneath its surfaoe, and in its waters.

It may be said, it

penetrates the three elecents, air, earth and water, as do the vi
brations of life, of which i* is the physical prototype.

Its habit

of hibernating in winter causes it to become the symbol of suspended
animation, in a state of darkness.
As it coils in its spiral,

, it is {he embodiment of

expansive energy.
There is a rare kind of serpent, the hoop-anake,
which, in this attitude, typifies contraotion and potential energy.
When it strikes from this position, its highest vibration represents
kinetic foroe.

The writer has had the novel experience of having to dodge
one of these hoop-anakes, bounding toward him with tremendous
velooity.
This ia the symbol so frequently found in the writings of the
anoient philosophers, the serpent with its tail in it a mouth.
The hoop-snake aotually takes the end of its tail in its mouth,
stiffens its body into a round hoop, and travels down an inclined
plane at a high rate of speed.

When it strikes its prey, it coils

quickly about it, to squeeze and orush out its life.

It is a fit

symbol for contraotion, for, we will find that the force in nature
which it represents aocomplishes this very thing, squeezes energy
from physioal bodies, and we have said, energy is life.
It is a long, slender, steel-blaok snake, quiok and snappy in
its movements, and . perfectly fearless.
There is a much more rare snake, and one, about which there
has been much scientific discussion, as to its aotual existence,
called by some the glass-snake, but known by the writer in his boy
hood days, as the joint-sr.ak e.

when struek, this snake separates

into parts.
That this serpent did exist, whether now extinct or not, the
writer is prepared to verify, having seen such a snake, separate
into several parts, although too voune at the time to fully appre
ciate the importance of a close examination of its habits,

It was a mottle-gray snake about one foot in length, when struck
with a twig it separated into several pieces about one inch in
length,
- —=" nma moat raaaiew^e4^
The parts were ooncave at one end and convex at the other.
and showed no blood.

They seemed to have been loosely Joined
a
together by a dry, thin membrane waking it quite/fragile body.
We will find, later, this snake fittly represents, the break
ing into fragments of rines am gtobea, in the forming of planetary
systema.

Its example in closely followed by nature in many de

partments.
It was coiaaonly believed, the joint-snake, when thus divided,
had the power to reassemble it;: parts, and, if watched, the head
would be seen to hover about the spot till the parts were all ga
thered together.

Be r-aist -'droit , we paw no evidence of this in

the specimen examined, although, we shared at that tine, in the
same belief.
In the startling lessons we are soon to learn regarding the
serpent, and his attitudes and habits, we shall have to admit that
the assembling of his parts was wholly logical, and strictly follows
e.n universal law.

We shall have to curb our skepticism very often

or believe ttoat nature errs.

It is well known that some snates swallow their young fop
protection, e;jecting them front their mouths at will.
a very important habit in nature.

Thin typifies

fe shall find our serpent en

folding whole planetary systems.
There Is another serpent, not usually classed as sucb, the
common earth-worm.

we are all, more or less, familiar with its

peculiarities, and have seen it moving as freely in oh* direction
as the other.

It symbolizes fundamental motions of matter.

It is oailed the double headed serpent.

Els expansive rings

are typlcal of the rise and fall of the waters in the earth's sur
faoe and the amaeboid-dlvi sion of bodies in planetary development.
When broken in two parts he coIls up in two directions.

This

serpent especially represents the birth or formation of moons.
There is no serpent, which dces not, in its chief habits,
reveal some fundamental secret of nature.

He is the true physical

representation of oreative vibration.
We are astounded when we learn the marvelous lessons, these
serpents, in their various habits and attitudes, teach us.
We cannot help wondering why the teaohings of the wise philo
sophers of past ages have not been heeded.
of the serpents.

Maey knew the seorets

Bp a careful study of their ancient writings,

surely some one would have discovered the underlying secrets, which

would have saved to the subsequent soientifio investigators, endless
experimenting, blundering and guessing.
The serpent ao&ually presents us with the key to the universe,
with all its wondrous wisdom,and vast hcard.

of treasure.

How let us prove this brcad assertion.
TIPS SERPEHT DELIVERS HIS MESSflOF.
The primary movements of the serpent, which reveal first and
fundamental principles, are:
The coil of the hoop-snake,

^Jf^ ' , representing potential

energy - energy pent up.
When this energy releases itself, it represents kinetio force
in its three positive, waves,
, represents explosion.
represents waning energy .
, represents exhausted energy.
These are the three waves of first aotivity.
they must oontinue to the end.

When once started,

They cannot Jump over each other

nor regurgitate back into each other.
The hoop-snake, in the highest degree, typifies first prin
ciples.
The attitude of the hoop is its virulent state,

%stJ'

Prom this position it strikes, assuming the fine wave of kinetio
iS2£»y\J^^J

, and quickly oolls it's long slender body about

-10its prey to squeeze it.
As the pressure relaxes, the body assumes the long- wave of
waning anergy . ^*"^^\^' .
When lts energy is wholly expended it assumes the dead-line
"a3t' of exhaustion, after which, it slowly ooils up to
rest and recuperate in the spiral poll

, a state repre

senting both expansion and oontraotion, in the same body.
These are the primordial waves of creation; they are universal,
■o aot of God or man ean be consummated without them.

Every aot

of creation had its positive beginning in this same set of vibrations4
This io not, however, the whole creative aot-, it is the
positive beginning.

In assuming the spiral coil of rest, two of

the positive waves are first revived into a state of hegative
aotivIty^V^^a^W^ becoming the negative wave of growing energy,
, tne neSative wave °f vigor* an* all ooiling into the
recuperative coil,

(^^^ .

I* see in this process, peace and

gentleness, whereas, violence was the chief charaoteristic of the
positive waves.

Pent up energy always seeks release by violent

explosion, while energy scattered and spent, recuperates slowly,
and by steady growth.
The positive waves travel from a centre outward;

the negative

waves tiavel toward a centre; therefore, the positive T?aves rep-

-11raeent the power of repulsion, and the negative waves represent
the power of attraction.
This reveals the following waves, and states of energy;
Positive

Potential Kinetio waning
Energy
Toroe
Force

:

negative.

Exhausted : orowing
Force. : Energy

vigor

Dual
Enerjy-

Thus, we see energy transfer itself from a state of forced
rest, through its several .stages, to a state of expansive rest
with the dual nature of expansion and contraotion in the same body.
When we carefully analyze the four primordial waves, olassing
the spiral as a wave, we find them all, parts of one impulse, and
this impulse originating from the potential centre;

then, this

potential centre is the seat of energy and the starting point of
impulse.

Impulse is one entity, assuming the subsequent phases,

-rind. each of these phases is n special stage of development in one
creative aot.
AO the spiral coil contains the other three waves we should
expect to find it a body of four-fold powers.

Whatever charaoter

istics the three positive waves possessed this new state will also
possess, in addition to the latent qualities developed by this new
condition.

-12But, as we traoed these waves baoK to the original hoop, all
of these charaoteristics must have originally resided therein;
this original centre then must be taxen as the centre of potential
energy, and this energy is transmitted by impulse, an inherent
quality, and inpulse unfolds the latent charaoteristios which
Manifest the states or condition of energy, in distinct and well
defined planes, the last plane of positive aotion being, the
crystallization of pure vibration into inorganic matter.
Prom inorganie matter, colls or develops, a body capable of
expansion and contraction, a state of self oontrol.
te will find this to be the pl«ne of organic life.

This

coil is the original organio ovum.
To come qulokly to the truth, we propose to demonstrate, that,
the creative process starts in vaouum, proceeds, by a set of politive waves, which end in inorganic forms, and, that organic life ia
simply a reversal of the process solely intended to release and
return energy back to vaouum and the potential state, in order to
maintain balance between the positive and negative forpes in theuniversal economy.
Between the beginning and the end of the creative aot, will
be found, all of the phenomena of nature.
The development of organio life unfolds two other waves,
secondary positive waves.v^^^, .AMA*f

"

I'hese restore vibration to vaouum, a state of^potential rest,
It is not our purpose to enter into an elaborate and technical
description of the origin and development of planetary systems,
further than to fully demonstrate our wave thecry: in other lessons
we ievote s separate ptirt to this special subject, but, in our
redemption of the much abused serpent, from the debased position
he now occupiss, by proving hia to be the bearer of fundamental
secrete of nature, we shall have to, more or less frequently, refer
to the universal scheme, and its numerous parts, and, to avoid
obsourlty, weS'ko4l«laborate these references, sufficiently, to
clearly oonvey the lessons we desire to impress.
We do not desire, or invite, discussion or argument, but
simply to oonvey, as interestingly as possible, a series of pecu
liar facts, mainly gathered from our analysis and interpretation
of natural phenomena, aoceesible to all allXe, believing them to
be of fundamental value to solence.
¥e,*tfcUs early, state our position. in order to avoid misundersfanding, tor, we shall often assume for granted propositions,
the arguments for which have been made in other lessons.
W* have seen the spiral ooil is a body, in which are expan
sion end contraction.

The first coll or hoop did not exhibit

the expansive control of its parts; therefore, this is a new power
born with the waves, becoming a new aotlve force to oo-operate with
the force of contraction in the spiral ooil.

-14Had exhaustion been the annihilation of energy, contraotion
would hare died with it, and expansion would never have assumed the
dignity of a balancing force.

The spiral ooil of organio life

would j»t have been born, and the dead line of exhaustion would,
truly, have meant death; therefore, when all energy was expanded
life would have ceased to be.
If the first or positive waves are the effect of the first
impulse, we should be able to trace back to the origin and find
the cause of the impulse, but,we find, this impulse originated in
the violent breaking up of the potential ring, and we find in its
stead only vacuum;

then, with the impulse, was carried the energy,

dr the impulse must, Itself, be energy.
Ve must assume the latter to be true, ana tnax energy has re
leased itself from its potential state in vacuum, and is now im
prisoned in matter, another state of being, then a state of energy,
and being. and energy are one and the same.
As long. as energy exists in a body , continuity a« impulse or
wave must exist, and these will be seen following each other in
their original order when aotivity is manifested.
Our faithful serpent, by his reooil, proves to us that the
dead-line is not death, energy is but slumbering in inorganio matter.
Then, death is not the end, but is the turning point; where repul
sion ceases, and attraotion begins .preparatory to the release of

-15energy and vibration from bondage in the crystallized state.
As we have said., in this process are involved all of the' phenomena
of organlo life, the vegetable and animal life upon the eurface of
worlds.
Organic life begins in the spiral ooll, which has become a
coll of vital energy, having made for itself, out of its inherent
qualities, a physical body capable of sustaining organio life.
Having the powers of both expansion and contraction, it exerts
a control over its vibrations which the original ring, with only
the power of oontraotion, did not acssess.

The spiral ooll has

the power to release Its waves, and draw them baok again.
How we are to contemplate a very serious phase of this propo
sition.

The iapulse or energy, which has produced all that we

have examined, must either have originated from life, or is life
itself.
,

This is evldenced by the fact, that we saw it start from

vaouum, and upon traoing it baok we found onjy vaouum.

It id at

once apparent, that energy, itself, is life, and it has the inhe
rent faoulty or power, to transfer itself from one state of being
to another, or to create itself into another state of being.
if it ,v* »2 life originally, resting in vaouum, and is now life,
residing in matter, it must be the first great cause, capable of
transferring itself from one state of being to another.

we will

find it etynally capable of releasing itself from matter, and

-16returning itself to vacuum.

Therefore, life,in whatever phase we

find it, is the dame first cause, adjusting and readjusting its
states of being, 'in which process we never see life extinguished,
but we eee the ultimate annihilation of material bodies.
If it originally resided in vaouum, and seeks to return to
vaeuum, then, the potential etate must be the beginning and the
end, and potential energy is the original being.
Omega, the beginning and the end. "
vital energy or life.

»I an Alpha and

to have found Cod.

Energy oreates all things.

Ooa l»

If God is vital

energy, and energy rafts in vaouum, then vaouun must be the fteavenj
Ood's Kingdom is in heaven and his hosts of angels are vibrations.
We have found more) we have disoovered the origin and nature
or matter, the apposite of vaeuum.

it is the dead-line, where

repulsion ceases and attraotion begins.

The force of repulsion

may exist without a material body to aot upon, but attraotion can
only aot upon matter.
Repulsion is from a centre, and attraction is toward a oentre.
How, if the push is from the centre, and, we have already seen the
positivcj waves come out of vaouum as the centre , and the pull is
also toward vaouum, again, we are compelled to admit, vaouum to
be the centre of life, the beginning and end of aotive life*
Ood, as a creative being, must- be an entity; vaouum cannot be
an entity; vital energy is all we can find in vatuant<

Sherefore*

-17vltal energy must be God, the first great cause.
An entity has relations to its parts, a basis for comparison
is found in its several states of being.

Potential energy, the

first cause, is a state of potential being; _it is matter resolved
into pure vibration, and having the inherent power of reproduction
of its parts.

This reproduction of parts, however, is limited to

four prime states of being, the last state establishing the first
true atom of matter, in the ser.se of a fixed body.
fourth state primordial waves cannot divide.
of speoies.

Beyond this

This is the origin

But secondary states relating to molecular combina

tions, to which are transmitted all of the atomio habits, and senses,
are multitudinous.

This is the origin of Kinds.

The power of reproduction is an inherent quality of matter,
transmitted from the atom; it in the power of amaeboid division.
The four prime vibrations coll into a potential ring,

•

This fiTBt living spark of matter we call the atomio ovum.
It separates into four parts and these are our four elementary atoms
of matter, which enter into and make the first molecule.

We now

find our vibrations have taken material bodies, symbols for which
are here given.

Ole will give to these atoms well known names.

-18-

'Nitragen.

Oxygen.

Carbon.

Hydrogen.

Thus the spiritual substance forms primordial ooabinationB am man
ifests in crystallized substance.
The habits, traits, senses and powers, of atoms are transmitted to molecules and material bodies, to govern their motions,
and their relations to each other.

These laws are simple and few

but eternal and universal.
We now have vibration clothed in matter, and limited by the
law, to four prime atoms.

These are the first and lowest material

forms, existing in a free or gasecus state, homogenecus in its
original mass but specialised and differentiated by separation.
The union, and annihilation of these prine atoms, in all their
qualities, into a new homogenious substance is the formation of
the first material molecule, the molecular ovum.
This gives us our first lesson in mathematics.
se subtraot matter from vibration.
We divide matter into elementary atoms.
We add together the four prtae atoms and make the first
Molecule tf matter.
We multiply molecules ana mane physical bodiea.
Prom the molecular ovum, physical bodies, having complex
Tiatures, are born.

-19we will examine the process by which molecules are made.
The first sense transmitted to the atoms, is, pursuit of eaoh
other, in the order of the vibrations they represent, and we see
them arrange themselve^^hus :

In order that we may have a plausible reason for this pursuit,
we must understand the qualities causing it.
nitrogen I iUU>y represents cold..
jJ^J

Oxygen ^v^w^ represents heat.

.C^p Carbon ——

represents dry,

as^e- Hydrogen '^Sp represents moist.
We now recognize conditions familiar to our senses, and also
know they must refer to material bodies.
As we unite these atoms into one body, we shall find the
process exceedingly simple.
Dry devours moisture.
Heat devours dry.
Gold devours heat.

-20And thus we see nitrogen has swallowed, up all the. others; then,
ln his determination to annihilate energy he swallows the- end of
his tail, and attempts to swallow himself, and .
ovum is formed, a potential globe;

the moleoular

the molecular ovum, because,

out of it are born molecular bodies.
A little careful inspeotion reveals that we have/here, the
nucleus of a oomplete physical world, carbon ana hydrogen are
united, and oxygen and nitrogen have surrounded them as an atmos
phere, but they are all crushed into a hollow shell or globe and
beoome a homogenecus body, a globe of ice.
Confined in this shell of lce, are all the prime vibrations
in a potential state, and thus we see contraotion unite the four
prime atoms into one body, in a potential state, the atoms being
annihilated in the molecule, to rhi?h they have released and sur
rendered all their vibrations, together wi.th their habits and senses.
Nitrogen being the annihilating element, fQrmed the outer
shall and drew all the other gases up to^HIm, forming a hollow globe i
with vaouum in its centre.
In this molecular body atomic aotion is attspehded until again
awakened.
Potential, within the woiecular ovum are, the six primordial
waves

which have been x& eased by the destruction of the atoms.

jffSt,

-21That which is true of molecules 1b also true of large bodies,
becauee they are but aggregations of molecules. . Their elements
arrange themselves in exaot aeoordanee with the fundamental laws
governing atoais and molecules; therefore, when planetary systems
are formed we find prinary rings, molecular globes of lce,
and other reflections of first prinoipls. When bodies or systems
breafc up, they follow the same laws as atoms and moleoules in
relation to their parts.
The prinoipal senses trsasmitted by the atoms and molecules
to bodies are.
The aenae of atomic aotivity £
The sense of molecular aotivity.
The sense of orbital motion >The sense of axial motion j

(^^)

'

All of these, and very many other senses and habits, reside in
the molecule, ready to spring into the aotive state upon being
released.
In forming the molecule, the only habit of attraction was
atomio, therefore, a hollow gloia was formed, the atoms, in their
desire to escape, followed the ne* sense of repulsion, but this
force was storied at the periphery by the formation of the shell,
leaving the hollow spaoe after the oold had swallowed up all the
atoms.

In the previous arrangement of atoms there had been no

example of a central body of attraotion to balance this outward pull.
We will now assume this giotoe to be an immense body, instead
of the first molecular ovum, ' and allow it to develop. As it is
matter, the nature of this globe is that of ice.
It is a oontraotile body, with continually increasing pressure
upon its centre.

This constant pressure generates internal energy.

It is internally releasing the atoms and filling the interior with'
gases.

First, the nitrogen wave XM^fteJ is set free, "This first

positive wave,we know, begets the others^
and these three roll up into hydrogen

and now

within

pur globe a material body, in a gasecus state, and independent of
the outside shell.. which is pressing down upon it, a oondition to
cause a conflagration it a vent should occur, or explosion^if there
is no vent to relieve the pressure.

Constant pressure without

vent, causes heat without fire, or pent energy.
The persistent contraotion of the outer shell of the globe
finally, generated an expansiw* force within, greater than it
could hold, the result being, it broke in fragments and flew out
into space, leaving the central gasecus bo<3y a blazing sun, an
incandescent mass of gases.
planatary system.

This is the central sun of a hew

-23We are taught lay physice, that e.11 bodies in vaeuum, fall at
the same velocity, regardless of size or density, but, where bodies
of the same density, and speoifio gravity, are cast out into apaoe
by the same initial force, with no resistance in front of them,
the larger bodies will so the furthest from the point of first
projection.
This is esaotly what happened in this instance.

This whole

outer crust was a conglomerated mass of frozen matter, with atomio
and molecular aotion suspended.

The globe divided into six parts.

corresponding in size to the position they were to take, arbitrarily
fixed by the planes of the special atmosphere previously formed by
the great body.
As the monster globe neared the period of explosion it com
menced to prepare for the birth of its family of planets.
Ivery world must build itnelf an atmosphere before it can
produce external life.

The external life of thin central globe,

will be the whole system about it, when developed.
Pure ice is transparent, like glass, Kuch of the external
surface of the globe was of this quality, therefore, when the in
ternal energy grew to a bright light, it penetrated the external
ioy shell, and formed a dazzling corona from the outer surfaoe,
putting the whole body in a condition of radio-aotivity.
like vaouum, is a medium for light, but not for heat.

lee,
Heat, how

ever, is latent within the ice and manifests itself in light.

-24Pure, primordial vibration la thus being radiated from tne
frozen orb, due to its internal energy.

It is building its atmos

phere*' ae a future home for its children.
We know that a series of positive waves once started out into
space cannot etop^til it-has passed through all of its parts to
the point of exhaustion and finally to the rest of potentiality.
As the energy radiated from the globe, there was formed about
It an atmosphere of pure vibration, in eight distinot planes,
ooresponding to the eight waves which transmit energy from vaouum
to vacuum.
'utitr

' ■

^"^pffi — ~,afpr

Vaouv.iiu

Vaouum.

In this, we know, resides the power to produce pure hydrogen,
which forms far out on the periphery, where it evaporates, forming
the other two waves

"\sr!^%-

, the liquid or

molecular wave, and I ^\S\JAJ^

, the atomio or gasecus

wave, and there ooil up in external vaouum into primordial atDtnio
ova.

this is the exterior of the sun's atmosphere.

it is the

spiritual body or nervous system of the planetary system.

.Every

thing in nature resides in one of these planes as its special
position in the universal economy.

Its own external development,

follows exaotly this pattern and these rules.
She following diagram will illustrate the eight planes:

-25Ilght planes of the sun's atmosphere. pur? vibration, radiated
from the frozen surface of the original globe before the birth of planotaThe outer periphery is composed of pure oryetallzed vibration, whlch.lator
becomejthe nlillcy way.

The hydrogen sphere supplies the moisture for the physical worlds.
Each fragment of the outer shell sped out into spaoe, drawing after it
a gawecun tail, not of its own oreation, hut dinning to it, and released
the primordial gases in the order of their continuity, each frajaent
when stopped ,

-26having the atmosphere represented by the wave at that point.

And,

now, we are to see a ourlous manifestation of first principles,
in forming the molecular ovum, we found| the loe had swallowed up
the four prime atoms, nitrogen
- „

—

and hydrogen

f^lP

# oxygen ^ /^^^J carbon
therefore to be released/ are .

the six waves which we know this molecule contains,

and, singular to oee, these waves manifest themselves in perfeot
order of continuity in an orbit around the centre, with a planet
at the end of eaoh vrave.
This diagram will reveal the marvelous consistency of these
vibrations in their pursuit of eaoh other.
These are the individual waves taken by the planets as they
assume .. their balance in the sun's atmosphere:
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Being the. product of explosion, these arg__all positive waves,
with reference to the centre, but the two negative waves, whlch form
the spiral coll, are found in their proper position, with reference
to their orbital continuity.
We see the waves aTranse themselves around the center in their
regular order which enables them to begin an orbital march in pursuit
of each other, at the same time, continue their positive oourse of in
dependent development. when the bodies begin to cirole around the sun
in regular orbits, we see a new force commence to exert its influence
in an attempt to draw the planets away from the centre. This is
centrifugal foroe.
It is due to a tendency of the positive pull
away from the centre to draw the planets out of their orbital course,
and awsy from the attractive point.
It is a law in nature, for a body broken off from a fixed body,
to remain a satellite to the parent body.
This is the origin of
parent and .child. This is centripetal foroe. which helps to neutralize
that of centrifugal force.
We will soon learn that axial motion
oombines with centripetal force to keep the system in balance.
It will be observed, as a curious fact, that the planets furthest
away from the center first develop th« spiral coil, which, in planets,
signifies axial motion.
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This diagram will suppose that each planet has completed its
independent development to the spiral coil of axial notion, in order
to demonstrate what we have just said, although the system

MERCURY<

JUPPE'S.

MRS,

VEA/US,
EARTH,

has not yet arrived at this state of perfection, as we shall Boon see.
Morecver, these waves do not necessarily signify the relative distance
from the central sun of the several pianete, we having taKon as our
starting point the waves at the time of balance.
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It will be remembered that we saw the serpent spring from hia
virulent coil

, executing, first, the fine vibration of

kinetio force U^J^jjlJ^ , next the wave of waning. force —r^*^**^**.
and following this, the dead line of spent energy -* iwms^31 ,
the end of positive vibration; then, as the serpent tiegan the re
cuperative aot, we saw oreep out of the dead-line, the first wave
of negative aotivity ^-^^s>^w»^ which is molecular motion,
following this, i» the finer wave of atomio aotivity '
and the serpent coils in a state of bodily repose
with atomio and molecular activity within.
This state of repose signifies a condition, in which, there
is harmony and balance between the atoms and molecules of whioh
the body is composed, and they cannot be attraoted away from it.
It is then, we see all of the primary laws begin to operate to
develop organio life upon the surface of the globe.

The waves

which produce life are identical with those we have already exam
ined.

They necessarily aot with reference to the planet as the

central body.
It is also a fundamental law for lighter and smaller bodies to
follow heavier and larger bodies, moleoules cling to bodies and
atoms cling to molecules, and thus we may see the oonneoting links
between all the parts of our newly .nade planetary system.
out from the centre are the ponderous heavenly bodies, like

Jar

Saturn am Jupiter, the vast distance equalizing the force of direct
attraotion; while Mars, the earth, Venus and Mercury trail in their
wake in Importance, while the great gasecus centre holds tightly
to all, not only by the indirect wave which binds the planets to
each other throughout the system, 'but also,' by the atmosphere whioh
it throws around the whole.

In the beginning it is a centre of

burning fury with a taIl of log ooiled far out about it.

In tins

we will see this same coil transformed into a body guard of organio
life.
It is true, the direct body of Saturn is much smaller at the
present time, than Jupiter.

This discrepancy is aocounted for by

direot loss of bulk due to evaporation, it being in a liquid stats
at the tine it assumed balance.

it has contributed, largely, to the

bodies which form the connecting links between the inner planet'
and the vast outer body of the system.
we must also understand the cause for the prodlgecue pro
portions of the central sun.

The sudden release of the enormoue

volumes of gases oompressed in its interior, at the time of the
break up, caused the gasecus body to qulokly expand and push out
the planetary bodies, until its own body had expanded to a size
one million three hundred thousand times as great as that of the
earth.
This central body is rapidly oooling and oontraoting, which
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clgnifles that it is returning to a liquid state which will. later.
develop into a solid state.
The atomlo sense is for division and expansion.
The molecular sense la for union and contraotion.
These senses are transmitted to bodies and systems.
These antagonistic forces. develop vegetable and animal life
upon the surface of worlds.

In organio bodies they represent

destructive assimilation and nutrition.
We have seen, the spiral coil is the organio ovum, and marks
the period of axial motion in planets.

Then we may expeot to find

the first life appear upon eaoh planet, approximately near the
time it first Resins to turn on an axis, by which motion, the larger
part of its ourface is brought periodically towards the central gun.
Then, oreanio life depends upon the lnfluence of the sun for its
initial development, and it is possible, even probable, that life
on one side of the earth oould have preceded axial motion.
We will now assume, that the breaking up of our molecular ovum
was the development, out of a vast central body, of our own planet
ary system. in order that we may oontlnue to follow our law of
vibration into all the planes otydevelopment of worlds.

We shall

give to these fragments the well known names of the planets.
The explosion which sent the several planets out into their"
respective plaoes, left in the centre, a vortex of liurning hydro
carbon gas, with a surrounding corona of oxygen and nitrogen.
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It Ia a burning ioiW, the opposite of our new worlds.

The ono

must cool, while the others warn to e state of life.
while each of the planets retains itu own special atmosphere,
evolved from MBK its own body, they all flcat in the primary
breath or atmosphere of the sun, and thus, we see, we live wholly
within the atmosphere of the sun, by virtue of our atomio kinship
to the parent body.
We know the immediate outer nitrogen ocafe of the central sun
is cool and is always pressing down upon the burning centre in an
effort to condense and cool it.
As the mass gradually condenses and contracts. it develops
a stronger tendenoy to tfraw the planets baok to it, thus stowing
a positive attraotion for solid bodies which it cannot exert upon
its own atmosphere which emenated from the outer globe before th-s
explosion, with consequent breaking of the wave continuity.
The planets, therefore, are kept balanced between the two
pulls, that of central heat, and that of peripheral cold.

ire

shall see later how carefully this balance is maintained by the
creation of moons.

The only planetary heat generated is a negative

heat.. produced by the resistance of the atmospherio pressure.
The sun dcen not send heat direot to the planets, but through
the continuity of their energy waves and the medIumship of their
atmospheres.

(l)

The light of the sun becomes oonverted into heat
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upon meeting the resistance of the atmospheres.
Sach planet must evolve its own surface oonditions as did
the parent body before it, by atomio and molecular aotion.
t
this atmosphere develops its organio life.

In

She aotual heat in the sun is oonsumed for purposes of its own
development, yet, it dispenses sufficient light or energy to each
planet to fertilize it and enable it to unfold.

The Persian

Zorcastrians believed, that God resided in the sun, and addressed
their prayers to it.
All organio life is efferent, unfolding from within toward
the periphery.
MOfe do not ploture our planets in the sime diagram showing the
atmosphere of the sun, because the two sets of waves would oonfllot
with proper understanding.

It is the independent planetary waves

we are to follow, t!ie*»rt»*of matter.
Each planet stopped in one of the photospherio globes of the
sun' s atmosphere and that at once becomes the Key by which to
determine its stage of development.
The shftok of the explosion of the inner globe also shattered
into fragments the mass of orystals which had formed far out upon
the periphery of its atmosphere, and the resultant expansion and
heat developed throughout the system tended to meet and reduce
them to liquid globes.

This is ,the water above the firmament.
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These gradually assumed a vast ring about the equator of the eyetea
and became stars capable of developing into suns and moons, but not
planets.

They have subsequently arranged themselves into systems.

In their first state we would find the several planets
under the following oondltions:
Meroury; In the oold oorona of the sun. with much light, but no
warmth.

It is still a frozen mass.

there.

It radiates reflected light.

Ho organio life can exist

Venus ; is in the wave of positive warmth, resulting from
the olose proximity of Meroury whlch adds refleoted light to that
of the sun's light, giving a moist warmth.

The planet in sur

rounded by vapors not suitable for local surface life.
The earth; inert, without warmth or moisture, a oonglomeratet.
mass of matter without any appearance of life, beyond orbital
motion.

It at this period has no atmospherasexcepting the breath

of the sun.

It is 'void and without form.

Mars; the first negative planet.

It has readied that stage

where it has developed an internal warmth of its own.

Moleoular

activity is aroused, whioh will, ere long, develop a condition of
life.
Jupiter; the second negative planet, has developed an atmos
phere which, with other oondltions right, would sustain life.
has developed atomlo aotivity which will rapidly prepare the way
for organio life.

It
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Saturn, We have observed, as a ourious fact, that the planets
furthest away from the sun develop axial motion first, and, ae
axial motion is the beginning of organio life, we find Saturn pre
pared to enjoy the first organio life, having developed to a condi
tion, at once, oooJ,wara, moist and dry and suitable to sustain life
Thus we see. each planet shows by its wave Just how many re
moves it is from the life period,
Jupiter is one remove, and will next came into the life plane.
Mars next, then the earth, followed respectively by Venus and Mercury.
There have been vast changes since this original arrangement,
sre will diagram the su^cessiwa changes and this will, at the same
tine, reveal a ourious consistency on the part of our faithful
serpent.
Saturn was first to reaoh the end of th« oreative wave, and
assume the spiral ooil of axial motion and life.

The others follow

in their regular order as shown by the following diagrams, there
being a constant and systeaatio progression.

As one planet oomea

into the life plane, all the others are moved forward one wave
nearer to the coveted gcal.
Each planetary revolution brings all of them forward one wave
and this represents the period of time which this system requires
to complete its orbit around some greater centre beyond, approxi
mately twenty five thousand years.

This would give one hundred
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and twenty .five thousand ymre as the period, sinoe vegetation first
appeared on Saturn.
Yet, all of' the planets nay contain petrified
remnants of former life §riods of the central sun, millions of years
old.
1.
Saturn develops organio life.

i.
Mars enters life period.
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Uranus and Neptune are t'ie links between the inner aystem and
the outer bodyv.
These diagrams illustrate the progression of life upon the
planets to the pottt where our planet, the earth, oomes lnto her
first period of organic life, Venus and Meroury have not yet
arrived at this state.
There is a ourious faot revealed .here.

It will be noticed

we have, in our diagrams, designated the usual number of satellites
about each of the planets, Saturn having eight, Jupiter fjjfg, Mars
two and the earth one, while those planets which have not devel
oped life have no moons.

We will say briefly here, that moons

are formed in two ways.
First, when a frozen orb is turning around the sun in an
orbit, one side of it is presented always toward the sun.

Orad-

ually, the ley crust on that exposed side thaws; forming a sea,
with, strong warm ourrents, which gradually undermine the other hemis
phere of ice, until it has not the holding power to remain attaohed
to the liquid part, and lt flies out into space, but true to the
law, it remains a satellite of the planet from which it is released.
The second manner in which moons are created is by aocumula
tions of lce at the poles of planets after they begin to turn on
an axis.

These masses. In a similar manner, are periodically cast

off by the planets.
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It must not be thought that either of these methods is
accidental. On the contrary, they are according to a fixed law of
reciprocity intended to maintain balanee, as we will prove con
clusively.
Saturn la the only planet whioh did not first cast off a
single moon.
This planet was ir. a liquid state when it reaohed its state
of balance.

therefore ready to form moons at the poles, and the

first birth was twins, but all'Jthe other planets first gave birth
to a single moon,and afterwards twin moons,*
The first aot is to give to the planet a helpmate.

The

second is the Birth of twin children.
We are now able to demonstrate one of thermost startling
faota in our whole lesson.
After a planet has entered the life period, it praoticaliy
continues in that oondltion until the r-ntire system develops life.
»*ut this dces not signify that life dces not periodically undergo
prodigious ohangea on the separate planets.
The birth to a planet of a set of moons marks a period when
systematic life upon its surface virtually disappears, because it
means a cataclysm, in which the planet is changed in its every
physical feature
ocean.

The ocean beoomes the land and the land the

The poles becoiae the tropios and the eciuj-.tor the poles.

Xt if the planetary winter*
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It begins life all over again, new animal arid vegetable forma
appear, while only remnants of tho past are found.

Yet the atmos

phere essential to life, remains, perpetuating the life period.
When this occurs on one planet, it occurs on all the others
sinultaneously , as we can now prove, by the moone which have been
Dorn to the system.
Warm seeks' dry , and no 1st seeKs cold.

If there was no dis

turbance of this tendenoy, it srouM. so disarrange the elements
that motion in matter would cease to be.

Therefore, warm and

cold are made to change plaoes periodically, and replaoe the
bodies of land and water which they have surreptitiously rervranged, over long ages of time*

We elaborate on this in

the following lesson.
The first life period of the planetary system began with two
moons, the first satellites of Saturn.
When Jupiter came into its first life period, with one moon,
we are surprised to find two more satellites also about Saturn.
When Mars ceraes in with one moon, two more moons appear around
eaoh. Saturn ?.nd Jupiter.
When the earth came in with its first moon,

two more

moons appear^about the other three planets.
This accounts for eight moons to Saturn, five to Jupiter,
three to Mars, and one for this earth.
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(fn are aware this arrangement gives one more moon to uare
thar. it appears to have at" the present time.

We explain this

loss in another part of this lesson. in which, we also refer to
Uranus with its four moons. and Neptune with one.
We are quite satisfied with this close count.

It demonstrate,

we think, that the births of these moons correspond to the great
planetary winters, and their simultaneous appearance proves that
the whole system is affected at one and the same time.
Our earth is pilinr; up the ice at its poles preparatory to
t:ie next cataclysm,'

When Venus will give off her first noon?

then the earth, and all the other living planets will receive,C*<-^
/tiaore moons.
We thus observe the conditions of life gradually apprcaching
nearer to the sun.

It lntimates that in time, the sun itself

will have sufficiently cooled to permit of life upon the surfaoe,
when life will appear simultanecusly throughout the entire system.
Energy, warmth and moisture wiii have been so uniformly dis
tributed, a central sun will not be necessary to maintain balance
between cold and heat.
The planets, themselves, will have developed into suns, and
the moons about them will assume the dignity of planets.
The period of perfection will come when each planet has
developed eight moons and perfect balance exists.

♦2
The crowning aot will be the simultanecus amaeboid-division
of every planet and every moon in the system.

Then" will appear

the great heavenly angel -whose measurement is "one hundred an*
forty four" (144).

THE PERFECTED PLAKBTARY SYSTEM.
* THE HEAVENLY ANGEL. "
—1'44—
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Nature alwavs provides symbols to illustrate her processes.
There are, in the vegetable kingdom, many renemfclsnces to this per-feoted system.
In the elementary animal world, also, some'
strikingly similar forms are found, for instance, the Norwegian
Flipper-ball fMagasphaerla-Ka>:ic-ball ) .
a oro^s section of this re
markable protozcan reveals a picture of a perfected system.
Our perfected system will be surrounded by a solid ring of pure
nitrogen which will. radiate liih* to ryptenis beyond, to which, this
system will appear as but a single star.
It is natural to ask, why wo believe this perfected system will
ansuine this form.
We arrive at it by calculations based upon the systorr. as it now appears.
We will attempt to illustrate the balancing power of the moons,
showing then to be an unerring guide to what the future of the syetea
will be.

-4*
This diagram is of the system at its present stage.
For each wave in our whole system, signifying $he nftmment
forward of a planet, we will find a moon has been born at some
point in the system to balanoe it.

o

Uranus
Neptune ' lA/v
Moons.

o o o o & o
Q Q <9 21 vibrations.

21 moons.
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We have, up to the present time, narte tvrenty one planetary
waves.

This inoludes two waves made by Uranus, and one by Neptune.

We have had no occasion to refer to these two planets, yet they
belong to the system as secondary planets, not secondary in impor
tance but in consitfe ration.

They are the connecting links be

tween the inner system of six planets, and the great b»lt of stars
called the milky way, and formed by the breath or atmosphere of
the sun, 'independent of the planets.
Tiie very remarkable thing is, we find balanoing these twenty
one waves, twenty one moons.
Our hoop-cnake has kept busy ooiling into frozen moons as often
as a oounter movement is made by aoitivity, requiring new balanoing
power between heat and oold.

Morecver, it, in a way, aocounts for

the disappearance of one moon from the planet Mars, in order to main
tain balance at this point.
We will how refer wholly to our own planet, the earth, knowing
that what is true of one planet applies alike to all.

Our future

traoing of vibration will be in this planet and its life.
when that fragment which formed the earth, developed to that
degree which gave it all the motions of a living world, we find it
travelling in an orbit around the sun, also turning on an axis.
It is partially fluid. associated with solid or earthiy
matter.
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It has an atmosphere suitable to sustain life.

its internal

heat has warmed the waters tb a degree to fan* a mist to go upland
fall upon the land as rain.
It is important we should know the process "oy which the earth
arrived at this degree of perfection.

True to our early proposi

tion, that Nature always provides a symbol, to aid us in interpretine her secrets, we find a beautiful lesson in the four phases
of our o»n moon.
1'Iien our earth was first cast out from the central body it
uns in a solid state, therefore, it was only possessed of orbital
motion.

It oommenced to follow the example of the other planets

and revolve around the sun in obedience to the law of one body
pursuing another in an orbit.
It was a frozen mass of conglomerate! matter, therefore, no
light could reach its interior to develop warmth therein.

It

could be said, the^to be" in total darkness."
the orbital motion gradually warmed the surface sufficiently
to release free oxygen.

The oxygen

pressed the oold

up from the surface till an atmosphere was formed,. and through this
medium penetrated the light of the sun^j^j^^^
with oxygen
mm—*"*

.

This united

and oxygen with the carbon of the earth,
, and warmth followed, and this is the combination

to make water by melting the ice.
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Still, we have no means of turning the earth on an axle.
H
ft
Bod has given ua a sun to divide the darkness from the light,
but inasmuch as only one side of the world. is towardi. the sun we
find light perpetual or. that aide, and darkness perpetual on the
other.

ffe must have another-great light to make alternating'day

and nichti'
As the masses of clouds, generated on the warm side, roll baok
in great billows along the borders, a ring of ice is piled up,
niles high, around the edge of the warm hemisphere.

The warm

seas encrcach upon, and gradually undermine the frozen mass until
it can no longer hold to the earth, but flies off into spaoe,
irue to the law, that bodies thrownoff from another body
remain within trhe attraction of the parent body as a satellite,
this mass becomes the first moon to the earth, and it has shown us
ever afterwards the manner in which it was formed.

Inasmuch as the moon is of the bone and flesh of the earth,
it has the orbital habit and at once assumes an orbital movement
about the earth, and the latter at once assumes axial motion.
This is due to the pull of the moon at the ocean, and the pull of
the eun at the land, through the oxygen wave.

This causes

axial motion and the tides.
A help-mate has been taken out of the side of the earth and
we have a typlcal AdaiA and Eve.

Their first born will be twins

from the ends of the poles of the earth.

When this calamity, or

blessing, overtook the earth, the great mass of ice drew the sea
partially away with itj in the readjustment, a great tidal wave
swept over the face of the land, and the first flood occurred.
The earth suddenly beginning to turn upon its axis, large
areas of water were subject to rapid evaporation, causing disas
trous floods} new continents arose and old ones disappeared.
a long period the earth was subjected to earthquakes,

For

tornadoes

*nd great disturbances of land and sea.
The uneven arrangement of the land and water gave an oscilla
ting motion to the earth's axial movement and the seasons were'
established.

Night and day were now established, and all condi

tions present for organic life to develop over a large area of the
earth's surfaoe.

We take oocasion to tay in another lesson, it

is quite reasonable to believe that organio life,Of an abnormal
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naturo, existed on the nwwm side of this earth before the noon was
born and axial motion began.
We will l»jerely mention here, we, in another lesson attempt
to demonstrate that the system of planets within the great external
frame is the garden of Eden of Bible teaonings, and that ma»s is
the Adam thereof.
Cain and Abel.

His first moon was Eve; they bare two moons,
Cain destroyed Abel/and for this was made a comet.

and sent out to the external body to till - sow seeds in it that it; too, might produce life.

Another moon was born to Adam

and Eve, Seth, and thus Mars has but two moons.
We will look eagerly forward to see if our friendly serpent
will lead us as unerringly to the development of the vegetable and
animal kingdoms. and this makes it important to review some of its
primary funotions, and bring them down to the plane of organio life.
In the Vibratory Plane.

Energy.

Motion.

Rest.

In the Atanlo Plane.

Nitrogen*

Oxygen.

Recuperation.
A

Carbon.

Hydrogen,

Dry.

Moist.

in the Molecular Plane.

Cold.
(6)

Warm.
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In the Physical Plane..'

Air.

Fire.

Earthj

water.

In the Organic plane.

Light.

Heat.

Mitrogen

Sound.

Color.

rules in the vibratory state, and

represents atomic notion.
Oxygen

0& <

rules in the gasecus Rtate,and

represents molecular motion.
Carbon C^^y

rules in the solid state, and

represents bodily notion.
Hydrogen -^^^

is a union. and medium of all the

others, and the scent of organic life.

It 1b the distributor.

organio life is all of these, in an aotive state, in one
physical body.
Vaouum is the suspension of all of these vibrations, in one
body, in a potential or frozen state.
We. wish to state here, for want of a better conns otion, that,
instead of giving to hydrogen an atomio value of 1, as is the rule
in cheirdstry, we give it the true value belonging to it, the atomio
sua of the three waves forming it, Uftjfa^'

Bltzogen 14, .
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oxyeen 16, and
carban 12 , equal
hydrogen 42 .
How, we know, to convert this into water we must have two
attorns of hydrogen and one of oxygen, (H,0) . In this primordial
ottf-fre, to obtain those extra atoms, the flret negative wave in
The atomic value of
1 heat without fire.
thin wave we know to be 16", add this to our atom of hydrogen and
we have an atomic value of 58, that of chlorlde of sodium.
Salt melts ice in- the presence of light, and the primary salt
scan rere thus formed upon the surface of our frozen globe as the first
step towards awakening it to lii'e,. and proventing its easy return to
the frozen state.
An equivalent of chioride of sodium is the fifth wave rn.tear.ort
by our molecular ovum.

Primordial Waves in the Land,
Water and Vegetation.

Every primitive river valley is a typical Garden of Eden.
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Lesson no. 2.
THE WAVE HABIT
IN THE LAND , WATER AMD VEGETATIOH.
In former le»sons we declared that all material bodies are
created by a fundamental set of vibratory waves, which we called
the life waves.
constituting law.

5e said, these waves ere arbitrary and universal,
We demonstrated this thecry by traoing the life

waves baoX into vaouum, then following them through the creative
processes; first, to the yrlne atom of matter, then the atomio
ovum, then to the development of the molecular ovum, and the organio
ovua, arid finally, to the development of our planetary system and
its worlds.
Hot once have we seen me waves break their continuity, nor
have ..we seen one wave jump over another, or regurgitate baok into
the series which produced it.
Had we stopped with our planetary system or with our world,
leaving our serpent caIled and sleeping therein, all that we have
said could be classed as thecry only, and our claim, that this
law of vibration is fundamental and universal, would not be suffi
ciently proven.

Therefore, we appeal to the truthful vegetable

kingdom to bear witness to the good reputation of our wise serpent.

f
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Morecver, we stated, in the secrets of the serpents, that tlu
sole purpose of vegetable and animal life is to release vibration
from natter, and the aotive state, and restore it to vaouum and
the potential state of being; therefore. it is essential for us to
trace oiir original set of vibrations into, and through these King
doms, In- order to fully vindlcate our theory.
We. feel assured of better support and sympathy in our work,
as we follow our faithful serpent through fields familiar to all
'alike.

Familiar fo*ces seen in strange plaoes always interest

us more than new ones.

It will be pleasing for the reader to be

able to loox from his window, and inspect the tree, which so
positively demonstrates our lesson.

iven the children may recog-

nize and point out, in orsanio nature, the life waves.
All nature is a text book.
It is a beautiful thought to contemplate the possibility that
our parks may beoome highly cultivated e.nrt developed, and be pro
vided with auxiliary institutions such as perfect museums of natural
histwry, etc., etc., and finally, become our publio school rooms,
where r.ddldren may be inspired by oontaot with the trees, flowers,
birds, insects and animals in real life.

This influence would ex

pand the soul of the child, and its mind would unfold, and blossom
liXe the new blown rose, unblighted by the confinement, and real
drudgery of our present excuses for dissipating abnormally large
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school funds, and aowing the seeds of physical and moral disease.
Before we start in pursuit of our waves in the vegetable
kingdom upon our earth, we will point out some of the peculiarities
of the physical conformation of the earth's yurfp.ce, which, in a
marked degree, exhibit the wave habit.
Naturally, we should expect to find, in the rigid unyielding
surface of the earth, that our waves will take cruder and more
arbitrary lines, but the continuity of waves will nanifest itself
even more' emphatically.
In the land, we 'ind the individual Mountains represent the
centrea of potential energy.

The ciroular craters of extinot

volcances suggest the hoop,

, the serpent with its tail

in its mouth; while the lprce rounded prominences represent the
globular form of potential centres.
We know that, smouldering beneath both, is pent up energy,
quite sufficient to destroy half a continent.
The broken foot-hills, v/hich gradually lead down from the
great mountain ranges to the rolling plains, re: resent the fine
vibratory wave of aotive disintegration W&Af
The rolling plains

themselves , typify the longer wave of

waning force «- -~\sa*^^=a» .
The low flat valleys, the dead-line of rest or level,—^^KaB31
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How, what do we usually find in the midst of the valley?
A body of water,

@z

, and, here, we have a very decided

reproduction of our primordial waves.
0
Mountains.

lAA&f
Foofc—hills.

Rolling Plaijt*. Flat Valley.-

Water.

If this surfaoe conformation in not an aocident, the waves
will reveal to us how it was developed, and this will be the proof
that it, and its several waves, are inseparable, and, as we have
said, all physical systems must conform to, and manifest these
same waves.

It ia the universal law of unfoldment.

In our former lessons we learned, that all of the positive
waves come out of the potential coll;

therefore, continents are

undoubtedly made by gradually unrolling, and spreading out from
the great mountain ranges, which have been formed by volcanic cotiori
or other upheavals.
To attribute this conformation of the land to aooident, 'would
make aocident wore potent in nature than design, for, we find the
waters, the climatic conditions and the vegetable and aninal king
doms, following this same conformation.
taught here;

Another great lesson is

even matter rseeV.s the level of the sea,

*te will

8ee,later,life lingers about the waterB, and man is found most pro
lific in great river valleys. and along the sea ccast.
;:ature seeks a level.

Thus all
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The inportant lesson we must draw. directly, from an examination
of this conformation is, it reveals that Physical bodies .declare
their stage_of development by assuming the wave of_ that stage or
plane, and thus the visible plane becomes an unerring guide in
following vibration, and classifying material things.

fie must

not lose sight of this important law, for it will always direct
us when we hesitate,
we will assume, for the sake of being exaot, that the surface
conformation we have Just desoribed is that of the western portion
of the United States, on the North American Gontinent, and, we
will take occasion to say here, in our lesson elaborating on the
earth's physical development, we shall refer to the Hooky, and Andes,
Mountain systems, as the vertebral column or baok bone of this1
planet, and that it is natural to find this region the point where
the serpent swallows his tall.

It is the beginning and end of

many things affecting ■ivllization, as well as physical things.
We have found the land to conform to our primordial waves:
let us examine the waters.

If the ooorse, unyielding land ad-

Justs itself obediently to thin wave scheme, surely the pliable
waters will do so.
Sure enough, what the surface waters see the earth doing
they, also, do.
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From the mountains spring the singing rills and tumbling
brooks, starting or. their joyous way to the sea.

As they Pass

down the whole water shed, they become larger in eaoh plane till a
great laay river in formed,which creeps 10 the ocean and coils pp
therein.

Then we have the same diagram, with the mountains the

potential ecurce.

Fountain Head.
O
Mountains.

Rivulet.

Branch.

<4AMf
Foot-hills.

River.
—~

Plain*.

Valley.

sea.
<p
ocean.

This is not all we are to find adjusting itself to this pecu
liar conformation of the earth's uurfaoe; cllnatio conditions are,
'also, graduated by the same waves.
Q
snow.

-vuuf*
Coii.

Temperate.

warm.

Humid.

Naturally, we may expect to find the vegetation and animals
distributed along this desirable configuration, and thus it proves
to be the common highway traversed by all of the elements which
help to develop the world* without the mountains, none of this oould
eel therefore, they are the potential head of all we have examined.
For the first time. in our pursuit of vibration, we are to
see a reversal of direction: we shall find that vegetable and
animal life take an exaotly opposite course to that of theelementa

M
we have examined, and, before we are through, we

prove our

early proposition, that organio life releases and returns vibration
baok to vaouum and the potential state.
We have, in all of our previous examinations of vibration,
found the greatest vigor at the nitrogen end of the wave, but we
disoover the greatest vigor of Vegetation and animal life at the
carbon end, and decreasing as they apprcach nitrogen.
In the low valleys, moist and warm, the vegetetion is ranX
and animal and insect life most prolifio;

fruits -rqr food are

here plentiful and the soil yields abundantly; therefore, man is
also here in greatest numbers.
The rolling prairies exhibit p bedded change: the land is
more arid, ttegetation more scant, with icuch grass;
animal life deorease.

inseot and

Grazing being the node of feeding, the

animals are larger and more oumoerso.ue.

It is the plane of dry

warmth; man is more scarce.
In the foot-hills, the rank growth wholly disappears; th«
trees are less vigorous, and their leaves assume the nitrogenous
nature of the evergreen, with needle like leaves, like the cedar
and pine/

the animals exceedingly scarce, and man seldom seen.

In the snow and ice of the mountains we see all wholly dis
appear.
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Thw 1b the first pnace of the physical return of vibration
to the potential state;

We will ela'oorate this later.

we understand by this new phase of our waves, that organio
life is efferent, developing outwardly or toward the periphery.
As we shall soon learn, this is a very important disoovery-

It

resists, and overoomes, the lew of gravity, which seeks to level
all things.
That this is fundamental , we may see, by the oourse of the
.ame life waves with relation to the equator and the poles.

The

same rule here applies, the progression towards the poles being
exaotly in the same inverse waves.

We shall show that. it is thus,

life lays down the physical body, as it apprcaches the cold region
of potentiality.

All aotivity, even growth and decomposition of

organio natter ,avt suspended in ice.
A very pretty simile may be seen in the passage of great
trunk rivers through their adjacent lands, the river, vegetables
and animals being taken as a whole.
The river nay be likened to the trunk of a great tree, the
banks its bark, its tributaries its boughs, the vegetation its
leaves, the fruits it» blossoms and the animals its fruit?
U£th man having dominion over all. It looks very much like a
typical garden of Eden, this generoue valley of the great river.

ee
A pBOUliar thing, noticeable, aboutthe trunk rivers is, the
lands sweep away from their sides and their tributaries branch off
from the sides like boughs from a trunk, a picture of the whole
oloeely resembling a tree.

the flowing of the waters in a re

verse direction to that of the sap of a tree is, however, signi
ficant of the apprcach of the planetary winter.
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As the river apprcaches near to the sea, the branches grow
larger and stronger like the large lower boughs of a tree, the
mountains receding to make room for these larger branches.
It ic evident, the river was made before the tree; therefore,
this sets the pattern for the form of the trees, and again we see
primitive habit manifesting itself in orgenio life.
We have suggested that the origin of continents was primarily
due to the spread of the lan-is from mountain ranges, which had
been formed by upheaval.

We have abundant evidence that every

part of the earth's surface has at. some time been in close contaot with the sea.

We find the remains of fishes, reptiles and

sea shells on the highest mountains.
Moreover, we have, in certain localities, remnants of the sea,
which, doubtless, were small parts of anoieht oceans blooked off
at the time of great disturbances of the region.
That they are dead is evident, showing no signs of life, being
stagnant pools of strong brine.

The great salt Lake, of Utah, in

the United States is an example.
Our logical conclusions are, the great Rocky Mountain system
was caused by some upheaval of the earth' s surface, the regions
east of it being the sea.

Over ages of time, erosion by floods,

and the elements, swept down from the mountain sides the sands,
rocks and earthy matter to fill up the sea and form the plawft^-
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if we otr asKed for substantial evidence, we point to our
creative waves.

To this we add caftaIn facts which seen to corro

borate e,ur waves.
The great alkali deserts, and enormous deposits of salt found
under the aluvial deposits, and the sand Are &v> <£«nfc*sThis region, and the continent of south America east of the
Andes Mountains, were formed simultanecusly , and are the newest
continents on the globe.
In addition to these we may point to a never failing evidence;
it fulfills the law of the pursuit of elements.

We know, from

former lessons, what that means.
Here we see hydrogen dragging carbon after it into the sea.
It is the result, mainly, of the disintegrating power of water.
According to our fundamental principles, laid down in
Primordial waves, there is a constant pull between the land, the
water and the atmosphere, the atmosphere draws moisture from the
sea. and the sea draws the earth into it.
V/e can illustrate by this, how the planes would unroll ?rom
the mountains.

We know the atmosphere in r-omponed of nitrogen and oxygen.
The continuity would be nitrogen <4MJU$J^ • oxyten .. ^^^fas^ •
carbon f earth) —~*3»<a<*"<™!' and hydrogen fthe seal
The atonic habit resides in the atmosphere, the molecular habit
ir. the waters and the habit of bodily notion in the land. Therefore,
we see the atmosphere pujling at the sea and the sea dragging th« l*nd
after it in conformity with our universal law, of the pursuit of elemonta.

(. «)
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Molecular vibration seeks its level in the sea. and organio
life resides along its trail in a reverse 'rave.
As organio life is due to the warmth and humidity, caused
by axial motion, we shoula expect to find its fi-ut and strongest
manifestation at the equator, where the grestest amount of
humid heat is evolved.
It creeps up thp great rivers, and along their branches, over
the dreary plair\* to the foot-hills, growing weaker the nearer it
apprcaches to the mountains, which it finally reaohes, disappearing
in the snow.
In HKe uanner, it gradually rolls north and southward from
the equator, across the temperate zones, and disappears in

the

frozen regions of the frigid zone, and thus we see organic life,
lay down its burden of matter and surrender its vibrations to th*
frozen rings of potentiality, at the poles, and on the mountain
peaXs.
It is the physical return of the life wave to vaouum,
blending of aotivity and rest.

the

The serpent swallows his tail

Where the ice is/and assumes a potential state.
The magr.etio waves, which appear to oome out at the equator,
and pass in at the poles, are all upon the suxface.

The cold,

nitroge^f^^^^, is pulling oxygen,---^**1*'***3', and vegetation
wi'.h it.

Vegetation is pulling the soil, the land
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with it, and the land draws the water ?

? with it, and the

icy coils at the poles swallow all, and pile up materials for the
new moons for the earth.
We will later explain how the greater part of the land was
gathered in the Northern Hemisphere.
The magnetic waves er.d In the ice cap at the poles.
are piling up, preparing to be released.

They

The dip of the magnetic

needle already shows a tendency for the earth to assume an eccentrio
motion, the magnetio points being a considerable distance from the
gecgraphical poles.

Moreover, the last aot of violence done to

this earth mill be perpetrated by t hese same magnetic currents.
They will fulfill the law of amebold-division, and will finally
separate the earth at the equator, into two parts.

The Northern

Hemisphere at thottime, as it now dces, will contain praotically
all of the land, and the southern Hemisphere most of the water.
In obedience to this future event, most of the ,:reat rivers of
the world are 'attracted toward the. equator.

The ocean currents

are most aotive and destructiV* to the lands here.
hovers near the equatorial regions.

Volcanic action

The Northern and Southern

continents on both sides of the world are praotically separated,
and the hand of nan seems eager to sever the slender threads now
holding them together.

The Suez Canal has segregated Africa,

and the proposed Panama Canal will accoiipllsh the same for South
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America, all of whi«h are the signs of future amceboid-division of
the earth, an inevitable fate of all dual things.

Yet this divi

sion will not ooour at this stage of the earth's development.
It is a significant fe-.t that while governments axe outting
the threads which bind the southern continents to the northern,
they, at the same tine, contemplate wilting the two great northern
continents by railrcad, or bridge.

The vast sums of money these

projects will cost would colonize these southern continents, which,
by treaty, could be made to yield a thousand fold greatey and
more permanent commercial profits, and oiviliaing benefits.
THS SERPENT DELI ''HIS HIS MESSAGE TO THE VEGETABLE
KiHGDOM.
It IB not our intention to dwell, at lengthy on the vegetable
Kingdom.

We make it a speoial subject ir. another lesson; but,

we will show a decided contiii»ity of creative hatdts, manifested
by our waves.
It is not inconsistent with our thecry to say, we believe that
animal and vegetable life' existed on the warm side of this earth;
that is, the side exposed to the sun, beforjg it developed its. moon,
and began to turn on ite axis.

Bv
the axial necessity ha* not yet reached this point ln the
t orbital planetary pull.

For many thousands of years one surface

of the earth Bust have enjoyed perpetual day, the glare of taw
troplcal sun, and a certain degree of perfection in vegetable and
animal development.
The vegetation would, necessarily, have been of the troploal
variety, tending to umbrella shapM foliage, and brood, round
leaves, owing to the constant glare of the sun light.
The animal life would have been of a composit*nature, owing
to the peculiar oondltions under which developed.
Due to the lncreased size of the globe, and the oonstant light,
the animals would have grown to abnormal size.
In the absence of axial motion, they would be almost wholly
reptile in form, and slow and ponderous in movements.
With perpetual light there would probably be no sleep, because
of limited nervous development.
On a whole, we (should expect to find monstrosities,' and over
growth, in all organic life.1'
The remains of what are called ante-gtaclal periods, show an
ideal life for our pre-axial period.
There were giants in those days, not giants of men, but of
reptiles.

Man, as we class him, had not appeared upon the limited

area of land.
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It was the age of reptiles, reptiles in the waters, reptiles
upon the land and reptiles in the air, all being, more or lose,
amphibious, monsters, liXe the Plesiosaurua, half lizard, half
serpent, with an extremely long neok; the plldastes, a reptile
forty feet long;

the lchthyosaurus, a monstrous fish-like reptile.

The land animals were as terrible as the marine monsters.
The Dinosaur and ninoeerae. the latter so naned because of his
'terrible' and "mighty ■ horns.
The Tinged monsters, like the Hasperorrila , a gigantic bird,
with teeth, and rudimentary wings;

the Ichthyornls, a fish like

bird with teeth, and the Dinornls, fourteen feet tall, with thigh
bones stronger than those of a horse.

This latter is called the

"terrible and mighty bird.
There were no feathered Birds, ouch as we have today;
had not been created.
fowls of the air.

they

These monstrosities cannot be olasseei as

Their wings were of the natrje of those of a

bat, a leathery membrane, only intended to faoilitate their move
ments near the surfsoe of the land or water, while their extremities
probably dragged after them, whipping the waters sr.d vegetation
furiously.
There are strong reasons why these creatures resided on the
earth at a period before it commenced to turn on an axis.
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?iret, the heavy bodies, with abnormally developed after
extremities, suggest the carbonaoeous tendency to oling to the
surface, while the long neek,and reptile appearance^represent the
tendency for vibration to rise upward from the waters,following the
habits of the' fogs and mists.
rudimentary wings.

This latter habit also produced the

This tendency to draw away Crom the earth was

due to centrifugal pull, intimating the apprcach of the necessity
for axial motion of the earth.
The enormous growth was undoubtedly due to conntant light,ahd
consequent activity.
DouDtless the condition of the surUoe was semi-swamp , much,
if not all of the vegetation, growing in the water, making it neces
sary for these animals to live a dual life to proteot themselves
from the extreme heat.

Rising o.ut of the waters to feed helped

to develop the after parts and the long necks.
As the dry land gradually rose out of the waters, the animals
lived more upon* the surfaoe, which developed the bird like kinds,
as the vegetation with the fruits grew higher above the surface.
Probably, for centuries, the release of large volumes of
water resulting from the oonulant tho-wing of ice, kept the lands
in a semi-swamp condition, causing the animal life to partake of.
the nature of all the elements in one bpdy.
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It wij.1 appear, wo have digressed from our main eubjeot.
We have done so to suggest that life upon the surfaoe of this
earth antedates the axial period, and also to state that this
first life resided on a preaxIal oontinent, located where are
now the Worth Paoiflo Ocean and its islands.
It is our belief that all waves whlch are progressive around
the globe, nave their beginning and their end, approximately,
here; therefore, it le loglcal to select the rooky mountains as
the point where our serpent swallows his tall.

le ean find many

reasons to substantiate this.
In China, according to unprejudiced minds, is the oldest civi
lization on the globe.

We call it the extreme east.

we epeaX

of the PaoifIo Ocean of North Anerlca as the extreme west.
These are wholly arbitrary terms, the ulterior meaning being,
the beginning and the end.
Both of these points, probably , participated in the preaxlal
life period, the oontinont of which they were a part, being situated
where the ocean, which separates the two continents, now is, inoluding the arohipelagXan region in which are the Philippines, Borneo
and Java, extending to and including Australia and Hew Zealand.
The wfeUMa to the earth, received at the time of the oataolysm,
whloheestroyed most of the preaxlal continent, have never haaled,
and probably the greatest of all natural phenomena of the earth,
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are the remains of these wounds, as seen in Yellowstone jfational
ParX in Wyoming , united States, and a similar region in New Zealand;
they are running sores on the earth's exterior.
It is significant that these two spots, the only ones of
their kind, should appear on the borders of our supposed cataclysm;
no one can view them without a feeling of awe and dread.
Of course, our thecry intii.iates that Asia, and, at least,
the RocXy Mountain region of the Nor'th American Continent, were
at one time connected by land, and were separated, approximately,
at the tune when the earth assumed axial notion.
When this *re*ing up ocourred, Bering Sea, the aea of OkhotsX
and the Japan sea, were formed; Alaska and the eastern point of
Siberia were left within a few miles of eaoh other, only being
sesparated by Bering Strait.
The line of Aleutian Islands, Hawaii and the thousands of
smaller islands scattered over this northern ooean, are all remnants
of the former oontinent, not newly formed lands.
The evldences we have that this was the location of the preaxlal continent are numerous, and quite oonvinoing,
Everything intimates taat all of these islands are the frag
ments of a former large body.
to disappear.

Erosion has caused many others
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If f'.ese are the oldest lands subsequent to the beginning of
the axial period, we should be able to find in them the earliest
races of human beings subsequently evoluted from animal life.
In Bornec are found apes so like human. beings it is difficult
to 'listingulsh between them and the lowest forms of mankind.
Throughout this entire region we find the earliest types of
:.ran.

The Chinaman' u yellow color signifies the oldest civilized

race, but this is the subjeot of another lesson.
On the western slopeof the Rocky Mountains we find the oldest
vegetation on the globe.

*Jo nan can estimate the age of the

giant red7/ood trees, growing here) or determine the life period of
the vast petrified forests which have probably been frozen or
submerged for ages of time.
The ponderous redwood trees give some clue to the vast anti
quity of the region, at least, as a means of comparison with
other regions.
The nature of this gro*th would intimate that this was the
fringe of the ve^et^tion near the ioy region.

The tall, straight

trunks and nitrogenous foliage signify this.

They are such as we

find growing near our present cold regions and in the oold mountain
belts, the spruce. Pine and cedar.
ti of subsequent development.

Of course, the present growth
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When the great cataclysm came, giving the earth its moon^ana
axial notion, a large portion of the land was torn away with the
mass;

it may be seen at the present tine in tn^ full noon.
Everything was jumbled topsy turvy,

*ost of the exposed

land represented a troplcal oondition, because of the constant
sunshine.

A part of this was whirled toward the region now our

North frigid zone, while other parts, not totally detsoryed or sub
merged, remained, approximately, in their name relation to the
sun, subject to great changes of the earth's motion.
Great areas of land disappeared, while others were tilted up,
with their ragged edr.es .riles above the surrounding surfaoe.
Animal and vegetable remains of that p<iriod are found scattered
all over the globe, cut those found in the rocky mountain regions
are associated uith conditions which indicate they have remained
near the original spot.

For instance, v;e find the remains of the

He3Perorms, Ichthyornis, and other of the monsters of the preaxlal period in the debris of the plain* east of the RocKy Mountains,
wh>?rc also are enornous depaaits of sea salt.
in the mountains of Utah, and Nevada, .ere found beds of
lnfusorial earth, hundreds of feet deep, matted together with
volcanic materials..

This infusorial earth ls the petrified
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history of the very first vegetable and animal forms, and are very
close to the point of origin.

Here we see the miorosoopIo

diatoms of the vegetable Kingdom, and the protozcan or first animal
life, in olose eontaot.
tn Utah, we also find a remnant of the anelent sea, Qreat salt

The PocKy Mountain range was tilted up, as the oentral portion
of the continent sank in the sea.

The deepest known sea soundings

ranging froia tnrse ti six miles in depth, are found along the
Paclflo Ccast.
This mountain range became the back bone of the globe, extend
ing from pole to pole.
As we said before, the constant erosion, by wind and water,
during ages and ages of tlias, disintegrated and spread the eastern
slope down into the sea, gradually pushing it away, until all the
central part of the North American continent was formed, also that
portion of South AmerIca cast of the Andes Mountains.

The per

pendicular walls of granite, limestone and porphyry left standing^
are the grandest sights in the Rooky Mountains.
We have given the only plausible -explanation of the great
readwood forests and the petrified forests, so different, abnormal,
and isolated from the other vegetation of this oontinent.
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frf, spite of the latitude,

this region seems to have retained

lts "light hearted disposition' and "sunny habits' through all
ttiese ages, for we find as far north as Alaska, beautiful spots,
with exquisite clinatio conditions, and a "egetatlon aljaoat as
prolifio as that of the Mississippi vniley, while California 1b a
land of "perne tual summer..

It is the habit the region inherited

from ltB ancient period of perpetual sunshine, the new. oondttjone
aided in perpetuating this semi-tropical nature.
The tropical spark never died here, although changed condi
tions destroyed the great sea and lanri monsters, because they were
not suited to the new order of things.

In the erotic zone, north

of this region, are found the remains of the terrible animals of
this^and later periods, standing life like, in solid blooks of Iee,
with the undigested food still in their stomache, revealing the
law^that every aotivity ceases in the vaouum of lce.
We hope to oomplete our lesson on the syject, 'The Dispersion
of Mankind., in which we dwell at length on this region, and the
end of oivilizing waves.
The westward trend, which olroles the world, can go no further
upon reaohing this point; therefore, the serpent swallows his tall
and attempts to annihilate all the waves in himself.

Liberty

has reaohed the linlt of expansion, and mankind has no other
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western wilderness to which he can (flee for freedom.

He must

submit to the tyrannies of contraotion.
There is a deep and mysterious law at work here; already
we see the people of America contemplating a union of the two con
tinents by a rail rcad.

The United States has actually taken

possession of the very heart and centee of our pre-axial continent,
the point where man first appeared as an upright animal, the Phil
ippine Islands.

she is enorcaehihg upon the commercial territories

of all the other sreat nations.

The question is a natural one.

Why dces she not look toward the south^or develop her own vast
internal resources, to maintain h°r pecple in peace and comfort?
The answer seems to be, she must fulfill destiny, she must follow
the natural law.
The United states has

assumed this function of nitrogen,

and is the nation to attempt to swallow up the others; she must
meet the <^ate of our primordial wing.

Then |he begin* hex con

traction, to squeeze the other nations, she will Find it is the
contraoting power which must break, she will engender an antagonistic.
energy to break her in pieces, and out of her parts will be formed
new nations.

We may find this internal energy in our own com

posite! rA-ftft,
We may note a very remarkable faot here, the nation is com
posed of four prinoiple elements, Latins, English, Germans and
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frenoh.

These are the nations being antagonized by the encfo;ich-

ment of the United States upon foreign lands.

It wight be a safe

propheoy to make, that these nations * in tine, will unite to crush
the United States.
Latins,

We class all the ssialler nations with the

In such event, Russia would remain nputral and the

United States would be divided into rour prime

atoms of matier -

four new nations, subjeot to the control of the nations engaging
in the enterprise.
The reward of Russia mould be control of Ghina, and inastery
over the ^orld.
This will be the end of a republican form of government, and
the beginning of an universal government.
This digression is to declare this region as the theatre of
great coming events»

then there will be no east nor west, so far

as civilized conditions are concerned, and all of the eyes of the
world will be centred here.
We will now return to our duty of traoing' our primordial waves
through the vegetable world, first treating ttegetation as a while,
traoing our waves in relation to general distribution.
We h»ve already observed that organio life exhibits an effe
rent wave, growing weaker as it recedes from the water and warmth.
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Vegetation and animal life are both much more proliflo at
the equator, and in the warm, moist river valleys, than in the
mountains and near the frigid zone, grov/ing gradually more scant
as we apprcach the mountains and the poles.
We eee vegetation clinging to the rivers and their tributaries,
and we are again reminded, that, out of the hydrogen coil comes
organic life.
Even organic l'fe follows the law of remaining a satellite
of the parent which bears it.
Vegetation is distributed in four ways, two fff which, refer
to general distribution, and the others have reference to directio'n
of growth in relation to the earth's surface.
Our first principles do not relax, or relinquish any or their
rights, because of reversed conditions.
Nitrogen represents atomic aotion^
Oxygen represents molecular action^
Carbon represents bodily motion^
Hydrogen represents axial motion^
Therefore) we may expeot to find each of these elements exer
cising an influence in one or the other of these distributive fftanea.
With our knowledge of the continuity of waves we are enable*
to determine to which plane eaoh belongs.
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The growth of vegetation towards the poles would be checked
by nitrogen or cold, VU$MjT
The growth up in the air of plants and trees is produced byoxygen, warmth, ^^^^W**1' .
The growth of plants downward in the earth, is influenced
by the carbon, dry- ' '-"<r<***-™s> .
The growth of the vegetation towards the mountains would be
controlled by hydrogen,

, moisture/.

Sut, when we examine each v.ave carefully, we are surprised
to find vegetation aotually returning vibration baok to nitrogen
by four slreotions.
waves;

In each direction nitrogen swallows up the

toward the poles, toward the mountains, up: in the air an}

down in the ground.

Then, nitrogen limits vegetation in volume./

We will examine each of these divergences separately.
We will begin at t^e equator, and follow vegetation toward
the poles.
At the tropios we find vegetation is most prolifio but limited
in land area.

This vigor we will symbolize by the fine vibration

of greatest energy^ lAMJbft*'

.

We are here reminded of the aoti»e

growth of the preaxial period, when all was tropical.

Here are

the brcad ciroular leaves, the umbrella pains, and the thiok jung
les, all of which are intended to shelter and protect life from
the searching heat.
(7)
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It is here also we see develop in the highest degree, the
habit of natural seleotion, of shape and oolor, for seljproteotion of animals, birds and insects, from destruction by each
other, so multitudinous are their kinds.
Aa we pass into the temperate Zones, we see h decided change
in the foliage.

There is little grass at the tropios, in the

senj9 of the close sod of the temperate zones, which here carpets
the earth with green.

This is due to the faot, that, the extreme

warmth of the tropics enables the vegetation to literally live in
the air, the nutrltitf* stratum being much higher above the surface
here, than in cooler zones.
In the tempi rate zones the trees have larrjer^and many, roots,
with which they draw their sustenance from the earth.'

The close

carpet of grass prevents the moisture from evaposating from the
soil, Morecver, it keeps the soil cool ;/t peflods of extreme heat.
The tropical foliage assumes the large round leaf for another
purpose, also; the vegetation is the lungs of the earth,

eae

great leaves keep their bodies cool by inhaling the nitrogen from
the atmosphere.
Leaving this rank Jungle growth, for a while, we pass on to
the temperate zone.

We may fitly use the oxygen wave —

'to represent this zone.
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Here we find a hardier growth, larger trees, smaller leaves,
and a more dense growth close to the soil;

everything tending

to roster warmth instead of dissipate it.
The third wave taxes us to the frigid zone, and here, we
find energy at its lowest ebb; the herbs and grasses disappear,
the trees grow tall 'and straight, with much body and little foliage.
This is the dead-line, where vegetation ceases and becomes
lost in the ice about the poles.
At first, it night be thought our waves have broken their
continuity, but a close scrutiny will prove this to be untrue.
The carbon wave cannot unite directly with nitrogen;

therefore,

cold hs.e. simply barred the way to further encrcachment on the
part of vegetation without compensation in fruits, which the trees
do not yield.

Aninal life floes not thrive here; therefore, fruits

and herbs are :'ot necessary.

Even the leaves almost disappear.

:iature does not allow any energy to go to waste; therefore, useless
growth is M9>pped.
If plants growing in a northern region be moved some degrees
south they at once become more vigorous in their growth, and more i
prolifio in fruits;

on the contrary, if they be moved from the

south toward the colder region, they become less vigorous and
soon wholly cease to bear fruits.
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The same effects are als* noticeable in animals under the
same conditions.
Se can draw but one conclusion, nitrogen sterilizes ana
oxygen fertilizes organic life*

Then we should not be surprised

to find that animals, and man, leam their migratory hnblts from
vegetable life, adjusting themselves to the distribution of vege
tation, upon which, they chiefly depend for subsistence.
Doubtless, over periods of time, encrcaching sands oonvett large
verdant regions into arid wastes, driving vegetation to new regions,
and man, fron constantly aooonuaoiating himself to these changes,
contraoted the namadlc habit, continuing to seek new lands as long
as he could find them.
The necessary result would be, both with the vegetation, and
animals, the stronger xould push away the weaker.
Uany suoh changes must have ooourred as the vast territory
unrolled itself from the Roi'ky Mountains eastward, with its con
stantly shifting soil and climatic changes.

One law never

changes, where the lsnd, rain ajid dew are, there is organic life.
Nitrogen, as we have said, governs the atomic growth of tissues,
and adjusts this growth tr. the requirements and necessities of the
several zones, which reveals a reverse set of waves for organio
'l
life, as the following will illustrate.
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Tropical.

Temperate.

Frigid.

Prolino vegetation.

Less prolific

Scant.

Ccarse leaves.

Uedium leaves.

small leaves.

Expansion of foliage.

Expansion of foliage

Contraction of body.

Expansion of body.

Expansion of
body.
Contraction of
leaves.

Contraction of branches.
It 'fill be observed, that the leaves grow smaller as the
vegetation apprcaches the cold, snd the trunks grow relatively
larger, while the whole volume of vegetation decreases, from the
tropics toward the poles.
At the equator we have an expansive foliage.
In the temperate zone, both the body f.nd the volume of
foliage expand, while the leaf diminishes in size, and the boughs'
rapidly taper to snail ttngs, to accomodate the multitudinous
leaves, ;;iving to this zone an extra aocumulating power.
The broad expanse of land also gives to the north termperet-e.
zone a vast advantage in volume
V/c will now examine the plane controlled by oxygen
rhis refers to growth up into the air from the earth's surface;
therefore, considers the individual plant and tree.
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The growth and habits of trees ln this plane differ in tha
different zones and locations.
In the torrid zone the ground is nearly always sandy, except
ing along river beds where it is more or less marshy.

In the

swamps are found a multitude of squirming, twisting roots and vines,
intermingled with amphibious monsters add reptiles, the one closely
resembling the other in shape and oolor.

A veritable tangle of

physical vibrations, so rank in growth they know not whither to
turn, and, like a mass of serpents, twine about eaoh other.
is the old story o~ the preaxial period;

It

so much constant warmth

and humidity produce abnormal growths.
As the dry sandy ground appears the grass disappears, and the
vegetation assumes comparatively small stems with broad leaves,
and spreading umbrella like foliage.

This growth has two purposes,

the one being to shade the earth and keep it cool, the other is to
enable the plant to inhale large quantities of nitrogen from the
air to temper its own vital fluids.
The nutritive zone aotually rises several feet from the ground
enabling many plants to live off others as parasites.
While, above the ground, this vegetation belongs to the
kingdom of oxygen, ^^S^^k&S* warmth, it must be lifted almost
bodily out of hydrogen.

It persists in assuming the habits and

r.r.ture of hydrogen, the leaves assuming a circular shape and the
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roots and vines tending to coil up.
Ihis constant warmth, moisture and pull also develop flre-Ucs
in animal and insect life.
It is the tr<?« . in every zone, which revealsthe wave habit in
vegetation to the best advantage and^elearest light; as the tropical
tree 4ra?fB his straight trunx out of the tangle, and spreads his
r.iajestic umbrella, he looks King of his kind, yet, he promptly
admits obedience to the oxygen wave of warmth, by arranging his
It-eves into =1 symbol at once suggestive of heat End the radiations
of the sun.

The end of the carbon trunk has, figuratively,

burst into a blazing sun.

The fruftts of these trees are usually large, and jlobulnr in
form, intimating planets and- orbital motion,which motion belongs
to caroon.

Like the abnormal monsters of the preasial period it

partakes of the habits of the three elements most instrumental in
producing it, hydrogen, carbon and oxygen.
Tiiere is less abnormal growth in the temperate zones, and the
trees adhere more uniformly to primordial habits.
The ground here is carpeted with a closely nr>.tteft sod of crass
for the protection of the roots of the shrubs and trees. i

It

prevents the rapid evaporation of moisture from the soli and it
keeps the surface cool.
We find here^the closer to the ground the plant grosrs, the i
smaller it is in size, and the more prolific its growth.
As the herbs, plants and shrubs rise above the surface they
grow larger in size and fewer in number, but a compensation is
found in the spread of the foliage.
This is a wise provision of nature, to avoid completely shutti
lng out from the sun light the small surface growth.
All of these several levels have their specifIo purposes, and
nature strives to supply them with the elements for their proper
development.
Adjusting themeeloes to these several levels are the insecte,
birds and animals.

The fine surface growth is literally alive.
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with insects, of every conceivable shape, size and color,
rne snail animals feed upon the larger herbs, and their sizes in
crease as t^e.ir food growa higher above the ground, and, here ?re
ftee the animal wave °d.justing itself to the vegetation.
We are now considering vegetation in its atmospheric relations,
where oxygen controls, yet it in bound to earth by carbon, and
pulled at liy nitrogen;

therefore, it partakes of the nature of

these three elements above the surface, with each element striving
to get some advantage over the others.

We can see the wave of

eaoh of these elements ir. the several parts of the tree.

Hydrogen.

The fruit is the potential product of the four prime waves.
Ihe blossoms evolve nitrogen, ^%M^iJ^^
the leaves evolve oxygen^

^-^-Vss^'"*^*'

The trunk produces carbon,
The root produces hydrogen, the sap.

.mrr^'

*
'
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. Until the fruit bursts its shell, and the seed begins to grow.
it ib a typicai coil of potential energy.
we see the Wrees, in their 'atmospheric plane, bear leaves,
hlns^ons and fruits all in their due season, which also betrays
our -raves in relation to the season.
winter is the potential coil

the period of ice.

Id Spring, the leaves are green and thirfty, and the blossoms
form.

The greatest viro? of expansions seen, l/fLMjh^ "
In Summer, the leaves are yellow, and the fruits are formed

and ripened by --armth, 1￼

.,

In Autumn, the leaves are orange, and the fruits fall.. and
hiDernate in a potential state through the winter, leaving only
nead caroon, - i— c«" w"*""'*5 ,
colors of the leaves have s great significance which
should not be ignored.

They correspond with the colors of the

planets which have the <raves corresponding to these seasons.
Spring,

Mars,

green.

?uauer ,

Jupiter,

yellow.

Autumn,

Saturn,

orange.

And when the sap, hydrogen, req, leaves the tree, the leaves and'
fruit ooth fall to the e;-.rth, the leaves often turning p. .bright
red color, a >;ign of the end.
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We eee the fruits disappear as vegetation approaches the poles,
as also, do the blossoms;

this occurs, too, when the tree grows

tall, in the temperate zone; as it risee into the atmosphere its
trunk expands near the ground to hear the great weight , but the
trunX and Its branches contraot in .size, and the limbs multiply
in number, in order to £ive room for the foliage, which expands
in volume and contraots in size of leaf.

Its Taves correspond

with our positive primordial roves,

Dlossom,

Leaf,

Trunk,

Root.

We will. take up the carbon wave, in the earthy direction.
Here we find a frequent tendency for the vegetable root to coil
up into a bulbous form, imitating the original hydro-carbon ooll
These are the vegetables which supply us with
hydro-carbon foods.

When this is the case, we find little of the

dead-line of carbon above the jround, the stalk being short, and
the leaves large, the letter showing a tendency to imitate oxygen,
by radiating from a centre, the pull of nitrogen is seen in the
blossom at the end of a taller stem.
The sane waves, however, apply.

Flower,

Leaf,

Stem,

Bulb.
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The other forme of roots resemble Inverted trees, but more
frequently they spread away from the central root running close to
the surface,»BI eaoh branch root esauroinc a close resemblance to
a river.
We now turn to the vegetation of the ?>arm, moist river valleys
and -fill follow its course towards the mountains.

This vegetation

is decidedly influenced by hydrogen, Its vgves shoring the reverse
oondition before mentioned.
In the rich humid valleys we find a tangle of shrubs, grasses
and low wide leaved plants, almost tropical in nature, with the
difference, they grow close to the surface.

With reference to

volume, this is truly the wave of greatest energy, L^d^/^^^
Above these, in height, are the shrubs, which bear the nuts,
berries and small fruits, and these reveal a longer wave as to
voVuna.y-^*\sa0^ds?

still towering above these are the tall trees;

this gives ue the straight line ——™w«a**^ and to our surprise,
we find the inverted wave here, in relation to volume and growth up
ill the air, but to compensate for this, the trees exhibit grett
spread of foliage.
It is needless to say, here we find animal life most abundant
and as this is the temperate zone, man also thrives best, and, as
in the case towards the poles, we find organic life most prolific, at
the carbon or straight plane of the incline.

03
The Incline Waves.

Plain sj

valley s}/

River.

Orflanio Life Waves. .

scant,

Less Prolific,

Pr6.1iflo.

Man.

scanty

Less Prollfio,

Proliflo.

We also see a similar change in the nature of the vegetable
growth to which animal life adjusts itself.
Leaving the thrift of the fat valleys, we cone upon the arid
plaiw* with much grassland little^other forms of vegetation.
Naturally, grazing is the rieans of livelihood here, »j> there are
few insects and arr.all animals,

the animals being larger and more

cumbersome with fewer men, as we have already said.
As we reaoh the foot hills of the mountains the grass disap
pears and the trees assume the nitrogenous, evergreen, needle-like
leaves, common to cold climates.
Toward the poles this would praotically end vegetation > but
this being under the hydrogen influence, and the mountains being
the fountain head of the waters, which sustain the vegetation, we
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find, between the pines and the mountain snows, a variegated carpet,
of a thousand hues, composed of
close to the surfaoe.

flowering plants, growing

This is a startling discovery, for we found

in a former lesson that when the hydrogen ooil and the potential
coil of ice came suddenly in oontaot, explosion ensued and rain
was produced.

This could not literally oocur here, but the habit

is exhibited, by the birth of these nitrogenous flowere at the
p61nt where the snows irelt and release the wsters which moisten
the thirsting pla!kn$. Not only dces this condition send the -.vaters
down into the valleys, but it

sende. a deluge of nitrogen,

oxygen, oarbon and hydrogen atoms, and meiecules, in the flowers,
leaves and stems of the vegetation, to fertilize the soil, ana also
the seeds, to be reproduced on a larger scale.

And thus we see,

againjthe mountains become the potential head.
By flood and wind these elements are scattered, and vegetation
is shifted about, then the animals also move, the vegetation is
moved by the elements, the animals learn their migratory habits
from the vegetation, and man, his nomadic habits from the whole.
Now let Ub review our waves of direction, by which we have
eeen organic life distributed.
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Hfhole Vegetable volume.
Polo-

Temperate zone.

scant,

Equator.

Less Prolific,

Prolific

Size of /fates.

Small.

lleaiua.

Large,

Total Volume of Foliage.
^
Soenty.

-AAA/*
Large.

OSAf*
Large.

Size of Trunks.

Small.

Large.

small.

These waves at once reveal a very important fact.
The whole vegetable volume and the size of the leaves should,
under ordinary conditions, balance each other, bpcavse^as the
trees advance from the equator to the poles, the carbon body grows
larger in proportion to the size of its leaf, and as the frigid
zone is apprcached the whole foliage of the tree becomes greatly
diminished.
But, when we examine the total volume of foliage, we find it
abnormally large in the temperate zone.

The larger trees having

immense spreading boughs covered with a multitude of leaves, few
blossoms, and no fruits.

Then, when we examine the trunks in the

temperate zone, we find these, also, abnormally large, and apparentlj
our waves have faltered and at last disappointed us.
Let us see if this is really true.
These two abnormal waves must presage danger of some sort.
We have said, in a previous lesson, that the purpose of
organio life is to restore pure vibration to a state of potential
rest.

Then, if it is the funotion of organic life to maintain

balance, we need not be surprised to see it moving whole continents,
for we know it, more than anything else, has all of the primordial
powers in an aotive state.
We know one of our first laws is, the pursuit of elements in
their regular order, nitrogen, oaygen, carbon and hydrogen.
This applies to atoms, molecules and bodies alike, in a
state of aotivity.
Smaller bodies are attraoted by larger.

When the pre-axIal

continent was destroyed, the lr.rger portion of the land surface
of the globe remained in the Northern Hemisphere; therefore, the
greatest volume of vegetation grew therecn.
Where there is vegeation there must be soil, earth, carbon}
all of the ccarse structures are formed of this element, and, at Hie
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death of the leaf ot body, it returns to the earth.

Every atom

of this carbon is constantly movinjfrom point to "point on the
earth's surface, seeding the point of greatest pull from vegetation.
All vegetation grows by atomio growth and seizes upon carbon wherever
it may obtain it;

from the atmosphere, blown by the winds, from

the rivers and from the rain.

It appropriates it to enrich its

own soil and nourish its growth.
We see in the Morth temperate zone, a Preponderance of trunk,
with immense spreads of foliage, more than compensating for the
large foliage of the tropics.

We now speak of the primitive

forests before they are destroyed by man.
The result is quite manifest; by atomio attraction, the land
is gradually being drawn away from the equator, and the tropical
region to sustain the hardy and fruitless growth of the vast
forests of the north temperate zone.

True to the law, that large

bodies attraot smaller ones, we see the large northern continents
gradually, but surely, drawing the land away from the southern
hemispheresjintil the lands of the Northern and Southern continents
are held together only by mere threads.

Already the larger part

of the land of the globe is thus absorbed by the north.

The equa

torial vegetation has clung tenaciously to the southern continents,
till it has almost torn their. asunder, and in the torrid zone, it
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has nothing left to call its own, but the burning sand, whloh
it must keep constantly oooled by its brcad umbrellas.

In time

the ocean will wash this foundation from under it, and troploal
vegetation will praotically dosappear.
As we have said before, the hand of man seems as eager, as
nature , to ha sten this separation.

We can now understand why

the foliage and trunks of the trees in the north ter.perate zone
ruthlessly broke our Mire continuity.

They are aotually breaking

continents asunder in order to gather to them all the rlch soils
of the earth.

It is an abnormal condition.

When the encrcaehing

cap of lce has swallowed up this land with the vegetable and animal
life, wes]iaU see the primordial law fulfilled, nitrogen will
have again swallowed up all, and swallowed his tall, in the icy cap.
Organic life, especially vegetation, has been his willing tool;
dragging the carbon lnto the grasp of the cold north.
The deeper significance of this lesson is at a certain period
every planet undergces amaeboid division.

It is always preparing

for this event, but, in order that it may not dl*lde before its
alloted time, periodically, snail portions are released as moons,
from the two poles.

At such periods the earth assumes a new posi

tion, the equator becoming the poles and the poles the equator.
When the land is praotically all in the northern Hemisphere, and" is
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covered with great vegetation, we' find this arrangement of our
magnet io waves.
Ice cap at pole.
Cold region.
Cold pulling warmth and
sterilizing vegetation.

Warmth pulling carbon
Vegetation.
and fertilizing vegetation.

Carbon«pulllng moisture,
which is passed on to in
Land.
crease the quantity 01 ice
piling up at the pole.

Waters.
The Magnetic Waves carry the atoms from the equator and
deposit them at the poles.
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The break will come when the cola attempts to annihilate ve
getation from the temperate zone.

Like the great tree itself, it

will have aocumulated mora than it. oan carry and the cap will
break off.

The shooH will also break off the southern cap, and

thus two more moons will be born to the eaxtlu

The land which

has aocumulated at the north will be brought down to the equator
in order that the larger portion may be brought under the influence
of the sun.
There is an inatinot causing thfs land to assume this move
ment, and all nature is in sympathy with it.

Atoms know every

thing, memory of the preaxial period causes the atomio direction
to follow those lines which will again bring organio life back to'
that spot on the globe where it first saw the light of the sun.
It is peculiar to find man trying to unite the two oontinents.
Is it giving to nature too great reasoning faoulties to say
there la method in all these movements*

And that they are made

with definite understanding and purposeT
We say not, greater intelligence on nature's part, is displayed
in a thousand ways.
In the oonflscation of the lands, the large tree seems to be
the genius in this warfare,'
own development.

then, he should reflect nature in his
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Let us analyze him, especially in the north temperate zone,
whe»e he seems determined to rule or ruin, and gather to hii.se if
all the rich soil of the earth.

His thrift and greeti we very

human' like.
In the temperate zone, the larger the tree grpws, the greater
Avolume of its foliage, and the smaller the quantity of fruits
suitable for animal food, it produces.
The smaller the fruit bearing tree, the more prolifio the
blossoms, and abundant the fruit, and the more convenient for
animals to reaoh for food.
With a widespread growth of small fruit bearing trees, there
is a more uniform competition ft? the benefits of the soil;
therefore, better distribution of it.

This competition begets

stronger end hardier growths, and correspondingly greater fruit
bearing energy.
The large trees show greed of body, and stinginess of fruits.
They often have many blossoms, the promise of fruits, which they
never yield.
The trunk expands in girth near the earth as the foliage in
creases in volume.

The Ilvw bs

contraet in size, and make nuner-

oub and wide spread branches to give room for the multitude of
leaves, its foliage, the empty husks, the only thing which it
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contributes, and thefe, it tries to wrap about Its own body and
roots to warm and fertilize them, to the exolusion of all the
surrounding vegetation.

The foliage finally increases in volume,

to euoh an extent, the tree cannot support the lcad and then,
the leaves decrease in size.

The tree has gathered more than

it has the energy to feed, and ne retuses to give sufficient subtenance to the leaf, whloh grows smaller in adjusting itnelf to
less energy.

This proves the undoing of the great tree.

His

■mall leaves allow thn winns to cool Ms branches and chlll his
blood, old age has overtaxen him.

He is a barren burden to the

soli, which he ha9 robbed without compensation.

More, he has

impoverished all the surrounding vegetation which, too, has found
it neceseary to curtail its frultB tor want of sufficient nourish
ment .
This is one of the limiting powers of vegetable growth.
There is no man to till, trim and care for the vegetation;
therefore, it simply follows primitive habits.
grandest lessons of nature.

It Is or.e of the

Ban is given the power to reason from

these lessons, that he may briny to bear conserving frfrces, which
may prolong the periods of erultion.

especially, may he take heed

from these lessons, that he may correct nuch wasteful processes in
the oonduct of human affairs.

x
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Vegetation cannot think thought in retrospective, and, a*
vegHtatlon has not axial motion it has no nervous centres or sensory
or motor nerves.
Its only activity la that of atomio and molecular
growth ell isercorv Is in the atom, which can only wove forward.
Thought would mean regurgitation of prinorrtlal roves, in the absence
of a nervous system.
Man follows nature closely and imitates freely, but, for him to
point to this habit of the great tree, as an excuse for organizing top
heavy commercial or political enterprises, it is for him to admit tiat
he is not above the vegetable in his reasoning powers. No law of Cod
or man ever said that man should have the right to devour man. Yet
this le what occurn when the example of the great tree is followed.
He irtas given the power to analyze these things and nan r. .o^rta in
laws for the nenetlt of his own race, and to reaeon out the test way to
contribute oomfort and <lsy8 to manXind.
To follow nature's laws for purely personal and selfish ends, le
to -nvlte calamity.
Ood would not have raised men above the brutes,
had he intended they should live by brutish lnstmots arid bv nreylng
upon one another, Ood is _1ust, therefore , he meets out punishment for
abuses of hie laws by those to whom he has given reasoning powers.
We will now briefly review our waves in the several planes of
development.

/
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Atmospher ic Development.

This growth is produced by oxygen and limited by nitrogen.
It bears leaves, flowers and fruits in th^ir due ngaeons.
Earthy Development.
Ruled by Carbon.
Upper, green portions inolined to assume sun shape.
leavej evolve oxygen.

The blossoms evolve nitrogen.

The

The stems

and roots partake of both the straicht line of carbon find the coil
of hydrogen.
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Slower,

Root.

Stem,

Leaf,

This gives ub our hydro-cartoon food.
Lateral Development.
We have a remarkable oet of waves paralelling each other,
here, with the wave of organic life reversed.
Land Wave.

Mountain,

Foot-hills,

Plains,

Valleys,

River.

Temperature.

Tce,

Cold,

Warm,

Moist.

Dry,

Rivers.

Fountain,

Rivulet,

Branch,

River,

VRgeL&tion.

Scant,

Prolific

sea.
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It is important for us to observe, again, the habit of growth
of trees.

The trunk contracts from the surface upward and the

foliage expands, and divides. All of the branches approximate
•buix of the body. The division and separation into branches is
to make room for the growth of leaves.

The spread of the foliage

iS equal to the spread of the roots, in area.
These are wise provisions of nature to ltoIt the growth of
systems.

1

It Is typical of expansion and contraotion in one body.
see our waves always tending to some point of rest.
When the fruit drops from the tree^the leaves soon fall also,
B»d the orude carbon tree stands alonej with its nitrogenous
fruCt, and oxygen leaves, Rone/

there is no wave to attaoh Hk;

tTil to life. Even hydrogen, represented by the sap, deserts it,
leaving it apparently dead; *J
2& ft*>U*-t ^^t^M <^JtfJ '
It is in this connection we are reminded of the close planetary
influences.

The earth stands for carbon, Blue.
liars, for negative

oxygen, green.

Jupiter, for negative nitrogen, yellow.
Saturn, for the perfected planet, orgnge.
Uranus represents the end, red.
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When no leaves or' fruits are on the tree it stands dark and
dead,) a part or -the carbon earth.
green.

In the spring, its leaves axe

When' the fruit ripens, the leaveB turn jreHaw.

fruit falls, the leaves turnjoranffs hue.

Yfhen the

When the sap leaves the

tree-, the leaves turn red and fall, and, thus, we see the tree,
apparently pass through a process in which eaoh of the planets,
in its regular order, shows its influence.
There is a declded adjustment of our seasons. also. to our
waves.
o
Winterp

springy

Summer,

Autumn.

The trunks of all trees represent the carbon linn .
the roots represent the ooil of hydrogen »
Ihe foliage represents the oxygen wave.
The blossoms represent the nitrogen wave*
The fruits represent the coil of potentiality.
' Gold limits volume of vegetation in spread.

Cold and warmth

regulate foliage.
Dry r.nd moist regulate volume in growth.
Warm

and moist beget muCK foliage and small bodies.

Cold and dry beget large bodies and small hair like foliage.
A temperate balance of all of these, beget much good fruits.
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the evergreen foliage, like that of the spruce, the pine and
the cedax, is nitrogenous, evidencing an affinity for cold.
The typical oxygen foliage assumes shapeB indicative of plallstary influences.
The poplar, with its three lobed leaf, with a developing
fourth, is a tree belonging to both thin earth and Mars.
The sweet gum, with its five pointed_,star shaped leaf, is a
Jupiter tree.
The white maple, with its eight lobed leaf, is a Saturn tree.
Many tree», like the willow, in their branches, attempt to
coil into a hoop.
All of the trees exhibit the three positive waves in their
growth, but reversed in direotion, being drawn up out of the
earth like being unrolled, by the influence of oxygen and nitrogen.

Carbon,

Oxygen,

Nitrogen.

It is at the equator we find the best display of hydrogenous
Plants, eopeolally aquatic

The perfeotion of all aquatio vege

tation being the royal water lily, "Viotorla Regia" of South
Amerlca.

Its leaf le a symbol of perfeotion.

Its flower is a radiating sun.
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Its seed-pod, a potential ooll; t*us it Is the finished
hydrogenous plant.

We have now gone sufficiently into the general nature of the
earth's vegetation to demonstrate, that it, too, Is subject to
the primordial waves.

Those who can spare the time, will find it

an educational and deeply fascinating studjr, to follow out. in detail.
this fundamental law/ in the vegetable kingdom.
It would be interesting to follow our vibrations into, and
through, all the great divisions of zoology, and TO to man, but to
do so would be simply to pile up evirience, unneceesarlly.

We

reserve this pleasing occupation for another lesson, knowing that
our lesson, Ian a Universe, will be, at this time, far more
interesting and useful.
Before clnninc this lesson, we~deslre to impress upon the
redder 's mind the important law which is tending to draw the lands
to the Northern Hemisphere.

In the North American Continent the

trend of all human and physical waves is toward the north west,
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espeofcally commerce, which is the all powerful faotor in human
affairs at this period.
In Europe, the strongest, most aggressive, and progressive
ration is Ruseia.

She has pushed ner oivillzing influences across

the Siberian desert, to the extreme eastern point of Asia, as -bhe
Americans have advanced across the desert wastes of the North West,
to the extreme regions of Alaska, until now but a fe rr
miles separate these two great civilizing powers.
Where nankma moves, there the fundamental currents are
moving.

It i« well to understand, that, tnere is a deep and

hidden law directing the waves of the two continents together.
We may thereby foresee coming events of vast importance.
F
When a wound 13 made upon the surface of a living body,
certain corpuscles rush from the adjaoent imrts to knit up the
edges, and heal the wound.

The surrounding parts draw closer

together about the injury to olose up and repair the treaK, and
finally, tne normal tissues again appear and the surface is healthy.
The lands of the earth s surface are trying to repair the
wounds made by the destruction of the preaxlal continent.

}Jot

one atom has forgotten that period. of oonstant sunlight.

They

long again to Das* in perpetual summer.

Most of the land of the

globe, at that time, was included in this preaxlal continent;
therefore, the same memory, and habit is in all the lands available
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for vegetable growth, and all are tending in that direction.
Man follows as naturally as water. flows down an inolined plane.
He is the white corpusole towjeave into the new fabrio the urotesque figures of olvilization.

The red corpusole, the

American Indian, is no longer there, to supply the irritated edges
with inflammatory elements and conditions which formerly destroyed
the prftgress of oivilization, as fafct as (treated by the white man.
When the Ted disappears, white comes.

When the red leaves fall,

winter is at hand.
It 1n atomio aotivity causing these changes.

The land is

gathering together in anticipation of the ooming of its next
millennium;

ilfhen two new moons will bff Q*rmed,and this portion

of the earth will again assume its former iwppical oondition, with
the improvement of axial motion.

Everything in nature clings to

and, tries to return to its point of origin.
wheif there is much land, sooner or later, water will appear,
then, land, water and warmth will produce vegetation, and consequent
aniwal life; man naturally follows.

Kan, fortunately, is able

to help himself, and thereby hastens the very thing nature Is
striving for .
He irrigates vast planes artificially, turning into vegetable
bearing iand.s, great regions, formerly barren and notV productive.
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The most vigorous. manhood la found in oold regions.

The white man is

nitrogenous, because of his high nervous development. This is the
coming rane.
Keep the eyes to the North West.
while man was not yet developed at the time of the preaxial conti
nent, the conditions from which he evoluted were thwre, the idea had
been torn, to he slowly developed through ages and ages of evoluting
changes.
These conditions were scattered to tho four quarters of the
globe with the breaking up of the preaxial continent, not the physical
beings, but the ercbryotio conditions were alike in all regions of land,"
making it possible for man to originate Minultaneo';sly in many parts of
the globe. Prom the first man, black, he evoluted through ell th»
colors to the finished white. The white wan is cold. wit,h his coming,
all of the sweet sentiments regarding nature give way to Hie oold oruel
Ibt/s of commercialism; commercialism in his politice,and in Ms religion.
The human raoe has frozen into the loy coil of potentiality, when the
white ran dominates all.
with his rigid laws, ''ith no wild omens
into which the oppressed may flee, the internal enercy caused by the
oontraotion of the liberties, and individual rffghts of men, will cause
internal strife and revolution.
Reason and common sense will finally prevail and the potential
mass will celt and flow into one great nation, to embrace all the peoples
of the earth. The wisdom to perfoct this crand ending must oome from
the brain of the white man.

Physical Man a Universe.

man is ruler of a kingdom, -wherein even the kings of the earth
dare not tread unbidden.

bggggn No. 3.
~
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PHYSICAL MAN A UNIVERSE.
In *he secrets of the serpents, aJid subsequent lessons, wo
revealed the fundamental laws of vibration, by which, all material
things are created.
*e have said, that man is the last and crowning act of nature.
In the cosmogony of Moses, God is made to say, 'Let us make
man in our lnage, after our likeness. "
By "image" he meant, a physical reflection of his own person,
a bodily image.
By "likeness", be meant, like unto himself, in mental attri
butes, and the functions of his parts.
Wot, if this similitude means anything, it means a being,
in which, are united all of the lnherent qualities of God, from
his potential state of being, to the utmost limit of his oreative
acts; therefore, a compAsit* reproduction of all that is.
This would, necessarily, make man a complete universe , and,
having all of the funotions of God, a creative being, he should
be capable of self-regeneration of his parts, and reproduction of
his whole.

That this was God's purpose, is shown by the faot,

that "male ana female created he them."

Then he bade them "be

GruiSfUl, ana multiply., and replenish the earth, and subdue it."
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To substantiate this, as a Hhole, will vindicate the philo
sophy of Moses, add prove that he was _en rapport with the esaenio,
conscious ego of creation.
This vindication will, also, bring us in closer relation to
that unknown God, which man has blindly sought for since he was
first capable of abstraotive thought.
Our analysis of man must reveal all that we have seen in our
universal scheme.

He must, especially, reflect our primordial

vibrations, and show that he, himself, is oreated and governed by
them, else our claims that these waves are fundamental and uni
versal will not stand.
As he is an organio body, he must manifest all of the states
of energy in both rest and aotivity.
He must be possessed of atomic and molecular aotivIty , as well
as orbital and axial motion,with all of these aoting in relation
to each other, within him, exaotly as they operate in the greater
outer universe^ of whloh he is the miorosooplc reproduction.
Wo are, more or less, familiar with these fundamental move
ments, having watched them build the first forms of matter, and
the planetary system about us.
In the eeorets of the serpents, we demonstrated, that the
serpent is the physical symbol of oreative vibration, representing

lie
by Mb several attitudes and habits, the Hinderlying fundamental
laws governing the motions of matter.
In our wave habit in the land, water and vegetation, we ex
hibited the tendency of these elements to closely edhere to these
primordial waves in their physical conformations.
If weycan fully prove our theory in our analysis of man, we
stall have, quite sufficiently, vindicated our wise end faithful
serpent, who has shown us the way, and established the universal
law governing the birth, growth and motions of physical bodies.
If, in physical man, we are to find *- whole oomplete universe,
we must first look for vibrations, and prime principles, as v?e Aid
in our analysis of the other universe.
We shall use our serpent, again, to illustrate our waves.
Out of potentiality,

, and vaouua, must come the

and these must ooil up in the organio ovum.

, and, here,

we recoi7il28 our first set of four vibratory waves.

( see Primor

dial waves. )

We will remember, in our former lessens, the recoil aroused
two negative waves, which increased the wlwle wave to six.
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and, in the release of vibration from matter, we established ;.o
secondary naves, making, in all, eight waves, transferring energy
from vaouum to vaouum or from the potential state baok to the
potential state.
o

g>
**o

Vaouum.

Vaouum.

These are the fundamental vibratory waves of creation.

They

are universal, and, as we have declared before, no aot of Ood or
man, can be consummated without them.
The oontinulty of the whole wave is not broken without the
act explaining itself.

No single wave jumps over another, nor

do they regurgitate baok into each other;

the serpont always moves

in the dlrection of his head.
i
In the human body we shall find these waves pursuing each
other with ihe same consistency and persistency, as In the other
worlds.

we win review this habit, briefly, to olear the way

for early understanding when we begin to analyze man.
He have learned that the first potential coll, whIch la com
posed of the four primordial vibrations, and is called the
atomio ovum

Nitrogen,

, glvesbtrth to the four prime atoms of matter

Oxygen.,

Carbon,

Hydrogen.

And, finally, as illustrated in former lessons, nitrogen swallows
up all the others, and then swallows his tall, which signifies,
that he coils into a potential state.
It is the molecular ovum,

This is a material body.

, and gives birth to molecular

bodies.
In the molecule, we know, are six waves to be released.
"UyW

—* -^^^\MMf

The three positive waves, and the two negative, coll tip to
make the hydrogen coil, or the oreanie ovum
We learned in Primordial waves, that the laws, habits and
senses, transmitted to molecules, are alsd transmitted to physical
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bodies.

We saw oome out of such a body the planets of our

Planetary system.
One altter another, in regular order, these planets oolled up
in an organio ovum and gave birth to organic life, in the form of
vegetation and animals.
This makes clear what we are to find in the human anatomy ;
if it is what we believe it to be, a universe.
till it not be amazing to find this, all, reproduced in our
phyalcal being?
We must be able to apply to our examination of man, the same
fundamental mathematics we found in the manipulation of atoms to
form other bodies.
Our first lesson in mathematioa, referred to in Primordial
ffavea, was,
We subtraot from primordial vibration the first matter, the
atomio ovum.
We divide the first matter into the four prime atoms, nitrogen,
oxygen, carbon and hydrogen.
We add the four prime atoms together. and form the molecular
ovum.
We multiply molecules into physical bodies.

uo
Wo now olalm that the true fourth dimension of matter la
physical being.

Length, breadth and thickness, all qualily being;

then being oontains these as farts, holding them in potential
reserve for the further extension of being;

then, if being can

extend its own length, breadth or thickness, it oontains latent
dimension, which belongs to neither, until extension occurs.
Therefore physloal being has poteiitial dimension, and this is the
true fourth dimension of matter.

We will find these mathematical

processes repeatedly manifesting themselves in our work.
We are now going to see a marvelous series of correspondences.
In traoing our waves into the conformation of the land and
water, we found a positive corroboration of our early proposition,
that, physical bodies assume that form, direction or position which
their controlling waves held in the wave continuity.
This is invariable law, and an unerring guide.
An atomio medium will oonvey only atomio vibration or lrtpulne.
In the animal organism, this is sensation.
A molecular medium will only oonvey moleoular bodies, from a
point of repulsion, to one of attraction.

In the aniiaal organism

this may be respiration or olroulation.
Carbon is always a medium of orbital nation, and is represented
by the uolid tissues.
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AJ&al notion is also a movement of the whole body.
not be difficult to find its medium.

It sill

It depends upon the pliable

or semi-solid tissues which respond to mental impulse.
The fcoveiaents of our serpent prove to be the fundamental
movements of our man universe; therefore, he is again vindlcated.
We will use the same symbols, in describing our man universe
tha.t we have heretofore used to demonstrate orx leti^ons.
The serpent represents vibrations.

The symbols for prime atoms

Nitrogen,

Oxygen,

~<0
Carbon

4Hydrogen.

Our whole vibratory scheme may be summarized as follows:
The primordial creative waves.

unite, to form the Atomio Ovum.
Ok potential ring.

The atomic ovum divides into four prime atoms
coma or
of matter.

nitrogen,

oxygen.

Carbon,

i

Hydrosen.

T2S
Those atoms unite to form the molecular ovum,
ft potential globe.

The molecular ovum separates into six vibrations.

Organio ovum.

V

The organic ovum is an expansive ooil containing the six
waves, .and releases two waves as secondary ( positive waves, to
liberate nitrogen and oxygen, making eight phases or waves.
-^-V^ —

>-^-«AA/#

The vibrations released by the organio ovum, ooil into a
state of potential rest.
The serpent again swallows his tall.
o
we are prepared to analyze the human physiology, and
anatomy, in search of these raveral states or phases of vital
energy
primordial vibrations find physical reseablances in the
human anatomy, as follows:

us
The nervous system, transmitrnervoua impulse by atomlo action,
from one atom to another; therefore, it is the natural symbol for
the nitrogen wave, ^AjlAj
The blood vessels , convey to all parts of the human system,
the essential gases, in molecular form; therefore, they properly
represent the oxygen wave,
The laoteala , carry in the olyle, the products of digestion
for building the solid tissues of the body;
the wave of carbon,

they fitly represent

^mmg*.**"0

The lymPhaJjbs, carry the pure waters, the lymph, then they
represent the coil of hydrogen,

"

These four vibrations unite to form the atomio ovum. THe
white blood oorpusole, an albuminous ring.
Out of this atomio ovum,are born, our prime atoms of organic
'matter.
starch.
^

Sugar.
~P

Oelatine.

Fat

-Q.

®

The organio atoms unite and fornrthe molecular ovum, the red
blood oorpusole, which becomes the vital principle of all the
tissues of the body.
Before we begin to manipulate these miorospoplo materials,
we will maxe a general survey of the man universe to see if He will
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g-ive us a more robust sign of what we axe to find in a minute
analysis.
From what we learned in Primordial Waves, Aecrets of the
STgents, and other lessons, we are not much surprised to find our
greater body revealing a grosser pattern for us to follow in our
minute work.
The hunrn body is divided into four great divisions.
The head,

representing

r.itrogcr.

The thorax,

representing

oxygen.

The abdomen,

representing

carbon.

The pelvic region, representing

hydrogen.

These are separate and distinct cavities and :er; leticslly
sealed.
These are all united into one body and become a great atomio
ovum, and we see a beautiful illustration o" our ''"our prime atoms
pursuing each other in an orbit, yet closely adherent to eaoh
other, forming the potential ring of the atomic ovum.
see that they are hollow spheres.

Se also

When they become annihilated

in one body, the molecular ovum, that body will naturally assu ie
-lobular form, this being the primary forr of eaoh of the prime
atoms.
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Wo Know t.ne nitrogen wave always swallows up the other waves,
informing new bodies; therefore, it is apparent that the head,
which represents nitrogen^ls in absolute control of the activities
of the other parts of the body, ana each of these Parts contribute
its proportions to nourish the new body, which we know, must we cur
great flolecular ovum, and this can be nothing more, nor less, than
the brain.
Then, we may safely assume that the outer body was formed
before the inner organs, which is corroborated both by the genesis
of the human embryo and, as we shall find later . by genesis of
the Bible.

The body is the first Adam of the earth, earthy.

»e may also understand by this that our wily serpent is not
assuming any prerogatives not Belonging to him.

When he aots as

the physical representative of primordial vlbrationa, because,
this first being is a serpent, and necessarily moves by vibration.
The brain now beoomes our potential centre, from which we
know worlds are made; therefore, It must bear olose analysis anil
prove ltB own claims of being tne true -molecular ovwm.
It must reveal three essential things to establish its
identity.
It must prove to be in vaouum.
It nur* o'now a tendency to four divisions corresponding to
the four prime c toff.T.
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It muet reveal sxx potential centres from which the sii pri
mordial waves will spring.
If we do establish these special features we may go on our
way witn confidence, for these thing's cannot, all, be accidental
or coincidental.
Wo first find our brain encased in a hermetically sealed
cavity, the Skull , a strong evldence that we are right, for, we
know our molecular ovua is, at first, a hollow globe, with vaouum
within.
Then »e find the brain divided into four rtistinct ;o=irts.
The cerebrum,

representing

nitrogen.

The cerebellum,

representing

oxygen.

The medulla oblongata,

representing

carbon.

The Pons varolii,

representing

hydrogen.

Again, we find the cerebrum divided into positive and negative!
hemispheres, and the cerebellum divided in like manner, and this
gives us emphatically our positive and negative nitrogen waves;
our positive and negative oxygen waves;

our single carbon wave,

and our hydrogen coll.
Here are our special centres, out of which will awing our
familiar six waveB; proving conclusively, this is our molecular
ovum, the God centre.
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*hen we saw our planetary system formed, out of a similar
potential centre, we found a planet at the end of each of these
six waves, and we will find this to be true here.
The six centres which we have found in the brain, are the
seats of our special senses, as follows:

He.*
Each of these senses is referred to a special physical organ,
in the body, below, with activn functions.

188
The Planeta. (frr]*"1*)

The head has important organic funotione as a separate organ.
The brain Is the potential centre
The head is Mercury,
The heart ia Venus,
Th* iu,,^3 the earth,
age atosach is Mara,
The liver la Jupiter, \f%Jk^\-f
The spleen la Saturn,
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Row, lot as examine these planet* in the light of the law we
laid down regarding dhape, direetion and Amotions of physical
bodies, and. see if we are lustified.

if we are, then our waves

will show a oontirtuIty corresponding to our former planetary system.
The head,
the brain.

, is an important organ, independent of

It represents Meroury, and we know Meroury represents)

the nitrogen wave.

It is the first remove from the brain, as

Jereury is from the sun.
Passing through it are all of the nerves from the brain;
therefore, it fitly stands for atomic vibrationl/OU^/" .
Venus, the heart,

, receives and distributes the

blood through the ccarser, musoular blood vessels.

This oIrou-

lation ooaaists, largely, of the distribution of gasez.

It sup

plies thw means of warning the system^espeoIally the outer body.
Its distribution is molecular*
oxygen wave,
The lungs,

It necessarlly represent* the
, the agent of growth.

» the earth, is where nitrogen, oxygen,

carbon and hydrogen, unite to form the first carbo-hydrogen world,
the red blood oorpusele, with its atmosphere of natrogen and
oxygen.

The trachea and bronchial tubes, which so/fresemble the

stiff trunk of a t*M, make the physical sign,

(10)
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Rosplration supplies nitrogen and oxygen, the chyle supplies
tue carbon vft the lymph the hydrogen.

All these unite in the

lungs and supply the elements from which am formed the red blood
oorpusoles.
After these corpuscles have passed once through the greater
eiroulation, they pass into the lesser circulation, to vitalize
ttw prnducta of digestion.
this process.

The red corpuscles are i.estroyed in

The stomaoh utilizes the oxygen for heat in di

gesting the food;

the carbon io cast out;

the s?leen takes up

the hydrogen and converts -it into starch, potential hydrogen, which
it senfls to the liver by the portal vein;

the liver converts the

nitrogen into sugar, negative energy, potential light, and this
alv> enters the portal vein.

The albunenos of the digestion,

passes rUrootly into" the blood, through the membranes of the blood
vestiels, where they all unite and beoone the sJbunenous material
for the body of the red corpuscle, and in the lungs this is
made the physical body of the red corpuscle.

This we will find

is the creation of the 3econd Adam, a psychic being.
The atomach,

(J^S)

Mars, is at the end of the negative

oxygen wave, intimating it to be a body capable of generating
internal heat, which we see it does in the process of digestion.
1
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More, we see it tales* heat from the earth by appro priat ins it
from the blood, but it fully compensates this by returning to the
earth, both, rain (Plas^ma) and earth, (chyle).

The great

gastric artery is the physical sign, ^^s,^^*^ .

It gives a

psychlc heat to the product of digestion.
Tha liver,

, Jupiter, is at the end of our negative

nitrogen wave.

It restores potential energy to the blood to

compensate for that confiscated by the process of digestion.
It in a storehouse for vital energy; therefore, deserves the
negative sign, L/^Xllf
The spleen,

<^

,

Saturn, is the hydrogen coll.

It 1n s d«Atless gland, yet it appropriates from the blood the.
ring

(fb

of flesh surrounding the ;ed wi-apusele which breaks

up in the digestive process.

This ring receives in the epleen,

regenerative elaboration and becomes the material for the blood
corpuecles and afterward the tissue of the body, in whlch is
located the physical seat of the sense of feeling, the sense trans
ferred to it <"rom the liver.
The spleen is called the finished organ, as is Saturn the
finished. planet.

In vie* of the fact that it produces this mate

rial which becomes the last product of the organism it becomes
the true Saturn type.
The spleen further corroborates this by showing a decided ten
dency to surround itself with numerous satellites of its own su'ostance,
thus imitating Saturn with its eight moons.
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Hot let us' review these with reference to their psychic
. significance,.
Seeing.
Potential centre, the brain.
Psychic centre, the head.
Physical seat, theeye.
Medium, the nerves.
Smelling.
Potential centre, the brain.
Poychic centre, the heart .
Physical seat, the nuscles.
Medium, the arteries.
Hearing.
Potential centre, the brain.
Psychic centre, the lungs.
Physical seat, the v.ones.
Medium, the veins.
Tasting.
Potential centre, the brain.
Psychio centre, the ntoi.iaoh.
Physical seat, the muscles.
Medium, the plasma.
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Peeling.
potential centre, the brain.
Psychic centre, the liver. .
Physical seat, the flesh.
Medium, the nerves.
Being.
(9
Potential centre. Pons ffarolii.
Psychic centre, the spleen.
Physical seat , the lymphatlo glands.
A localized, physical sense, associated with an
living tissue by the medium of the lymph.

nearly every

nerve in the system has its deep origin in the floor
beneath the Pofle Varolii.
If we are oorrect, our 7?aves will prove it.

Let us apply

our never failing test.
Every tissue with which these senses are associated should
correspond with the original wave of the sense referred to it.
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Potential
Centre,

?irst Wave.

Psychio
Centre.

Physical
Sfat.

Medium.

H/sad.

Eye.

Nerves,

Heart.

Muscles

Oxygen
of Blood.

Lungs.

Bones.

Carbon
of Blood.

Muscles*

Plasmra
of Blood.

r.iver.

Flesh.

Nerves.

spleen.

Lymphatic Gland*.

Lymph,

Seeing.
Smelling.

Hearing.

o

Tasting.
Stomaoh.

Feeling

Being .

o

o
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We not alone demonstrate the true centres of all these senses,
but a close study of this diagram will come near to revealing the
true relation of the senses to each other, and the seats of the
human passions.
It gives us the true mediums of thought' and aotion.
the potential nan thinks.
The psychio man speaks.
The physical man aots.
By the speech and aotion we nay determine from which depart
ment of the potential centre the volition or impulse comes.
The configuration and physical character of the outer body,
betray the ijuality of thought which makes it, and thus we have
'tf<M- means of analyzing the inner nature of every human being by
the external siens.
Organic hlfs of the Planets ( Organs )
In the outer planetary system we saw organie life first
appear on Saturn; therefore, we should expect to fin-l the first
phase of new living tissue in the spleen.
Se have seen it give to the plastiaa of the Mood the first
living product of the economy, the albumen.
conscious stat? of organio matter.
being is born in the spleen.
Vibratory sign^

t

This is the first

The sense of the state of

The physical sign,

(?T)
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Jupiter furnishes the next phase of life, the sense of feeling.
This is the function of the liver.

The physical sign _>°

Vibratory rAcn}'\$jUU.
Hsxs begets the sense of taste, and in the stomaoh is horn
to the albuaenos the sense of hunger, and consequent amaeboid move
ment , in seeklng nourishment. It begins to throw out feelers or
processes. The physical sign ,
"
Vibratorys'-^*W3^3^^??e'
Up to this point it is a cold blooded, blind and negative
product.

It can neither see, hear nor smell.

V/e will follow this no further now, but reserve it to em
bellish the latter part of this lesson.
The physical body must have physical organs of expression in
order to express God's will in a physical manner;

therefore, we

find it pushing out processes representing the six wases of which
it is composed,

the physical servants of God.
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And we see the tendenoy for these to arrange themselves into
woups Hke the molecular ovum,ae formerly described, and having
an orbital continuity of tovo.
Fi.'-st, into four divisions: hands, feet, head and spinal column.
These are subdivided into two hands, two feet, one head and
one spine, revealing the physical manifestation of the six OTir.
mordial waves of the molecular ovum.
The axis about which these members turn is the spinal cord,
the connecting link between this outer, physical being and
the brain, the God head, the potential centre of all the
speolal senses.
Let us briefly examine into the powers or these physical
Mediums, and see what they can do.
rhe hands can only execute oIroles,

curves,

straight lines,
and spirals,

IjjplP''

, and combine/)into geometrical

combinations.
The feet can only perform, principally, aots which execute
i. he oxygen wave.
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The head can be moved in six directions, all of which d^esr«plbo a part of a cirole signifying the potential source of the
with six seats of vibration.
The whole body turns with the spinal column, signifying orbital
motion which belongs to carbon.
All of these are primordial movements possessed by all living
matter, inherited from the first state of being.
We have examined the internal p'lysieal sense organs and seen
them nourish the objective man.

Now let us see from what smirce

they obtained their powers.
We will again call attention to the diagram of the brain as
the great molecular ovum out of which the senses are 'corn.
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This will be seen to closely resemble the sacred symbol,
the Egyptian eoerabfiie. Traoing these vibrations to their several
organs gives us the potential centre from which eaoh organ obtains
its nervous energy.

Seeing, especially. Belongs to the head.

Mercury , the messenger.

It receives tha external light, and

translates it trr to spiritual or aubjective light, for the entire
physical body.

Its mode of transmission is by nervous energy^

^/\^^^^^

A* the time the union between the four

prime elements taKes piace in the lange to form the red blood
oorpusole, ahe atmosphere about the corpusole admits the light
from the great central sun, the brain, exaotly like the ilght was
made possible upon the earth, when its atmosphere was formed.
The nervous system, by whloh this light la distributed, is
always where we find the blood.
Its brain centre is the right hemisphere o<" the oerebrum.
Smelling belongs to the heart, venus, because the sense of
smell is molecular, the molecules acting dlrectly upon the olfactory
nerve, which irritates the positive oxygen centre, to whloh the
heart is referred.
Its centre is in the right side of the cerebellum.
It is olosely allied to taste, «h ich belongs to the stomach.
It aids the stomach in the seleotion or the foon Materials for the
blood, which it must distribute.
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The primordial gases are tasteless and odorless . therefore,
taste and smell are both molecular, which refers them to the

,

heart and the stomach,
Hearing 18 purely vibratory, and sound belongs to carbon,
the tarth, the lungs.

The sense of hearing is Given to the

red blood oorpusole, like the cer.3e of eight, when it 1b formed
in the lunge, and, like seeing, la transmitted instantaneously
throughout the body.

The brain centre of hearing is In the

medulla oblongata.
The sense of taste belongs to the stomach, *fers. and, as
»<. said, is olosely akin to smell.

It is moleoular. ana negative.

It will be observed that the negative senses, which belong to
the organs in the abdomen, have their external signs, showing on
the hody instead of the head.
The tongue Is the organ of taste, and really 1b, a part of
the body.

Morecver, these negative senses must be aroused by

physical oontaot. TBeBB are taste ar.d feeling.

Taste has its

brain centre in tjie left side of the cerebellum.
Feeling belongs to the liver, Jupiter, and while its chief
centre is in the left hemisphere of the cerebrum, it represents
seeing in the physical body; therefore, is aroused by contact
%J.iti any portion of the surfaoe of the skin.

we know the liver

t?> tie a cold body: therefore, the sense of feeling can only be
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transmitted by nervous impulse, over the sensory nerves.
The outward sign of feeling is the mammae. C&J>- 2rrt-A<*£<--,
The sense of being, is a finished sense.

It belongs to

the spleen and the other end of the wire is broken off and coiled
up in the pons Varolii, the point in the brain where nearly
ftp
every great nerve takes its rise. The Pons la the centre of

I

consciousness in the brain, and the spleen is the centre of oons0lousne38, and point of first life, in the new tissue;

the one

the starting point of nervous energy, and the other the starting
point of organic life.

The outward nign of the spleen iS the

umbillicus.
We not* the remarkable faot that the outward eigne of the
positive waves appear on the head,

She eye, the outer organ

of seeing, the nose of smelling and the ears of hearing, while
we have already referred to the outward signs of the negative
waves.

The umblllious, like the spleen, is a finished organ;

the spleen being a finished organ requires no aotive external organ.
We have fairly well demonstrated a resemblance between the
great man of the skies and our own physiology, and it is with no
little awe that we become oonsoious of being an aton in the system
of a great living being, precisely like ourselves, with limbs,
organs, and centres of sense, and phynlQal aotivity, and, while
it may cause us to feel infinites.1inaUY small, we may congratulate
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oureelveu upon the wise law, by which the greet being endows us with
his special senses, when he forms ue in his lungs . our earth, enabling
us thereby to see, hear am Know all that He knows .
Mow let the astronomers point their telesoopes at the skies, and
sou the parte of the meat heavenly being, with perfeot understanding.
Bverv .1oint or articulation in the human skeleton is a sun and a
moon; where two bones Join to a single one, they are two moons to a
single sun.
The hands and feet are constellations of suns am moons.
Dr. Hnrshel's horizontal promotion of our planetary system is
suggestive of the body, head and limbs of our great heavenly man.
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The band of stare, surrounding the planetary system 1« called
the milky ray.

it is composed o.' a vast multitude of rifle? and-

globes of every size, color and stage of development.

The otfcier

body of the human anatomy rith its cell structures represents this
outer body of the great i/ian.

It will be found it is divided iniol

four great divisions.
There are constellations, whole systems of suns and noons,
in this outer oirole, th-> immensity of which. t?ie human mind cannot
grasp.
We must not look upon this comparison lightly because of the
apparently vast spaces between the planetary parts} our own
atoms and molecules, in relation to each other, are equally as
far removed.
Every cell in the human flesh -is a star, every cell in the
muscles a sun, every cell in the bones the nuclefus of a world,
and every nerve cell a moon.
organs, the planets.
lsx maintained.

They hold in place the special

Reciprocity is the means by which balance
^ c^i^ ^/ZT^J^jf*

We fill now examine t'he physical conformation- of the tissues
of the body, as we did in our earth.

MB
The bones, the land

Skull.
Vertebral Col.
Mountains. Foot-hills.

Brain.

Nerves.

Potential Seeing.
Centre.
Man.

Vegetation.

Ribs.
Plains.
The Waters.
Blood.

Straight Bones..,
Valleys

Marrow
Rivnrp.

Chyle.

Lymph.

Life Waves.
smelling. - Hearing.

Being.

Organic Life.
Birds.

rishfifi.

Aninals.

And here, like in the earth, we nm the waters and the vegetable
and animal life, adjusting themselves along the physical conformation'
of the land.

(11)

He

Correspondences showing general Continuity
af Waves.

The Primordial waves.

Bones of the Arms.

Halls.

Digits.

if

RfdiUs & Ulna.

Humerus.

scapula.

Bones of the Legs.

Nails.

Tces.
fray

4<J

Ttbia & Fibula.

Femur.

Pelvis.

oioyicai.

3term.:;.

Upper Bones of Body.

SXUll.

Teeth.

Ribs.

The rcusolcs of the body give to the bones their leverage:
therefore, they olosely adjust themselves to the sizes of the
bones.
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In a longitudinal continuity of the muscular structures
they are olassified as follows :
0
Bone.

(Ajmf
Cartilage.

Tendons.

Ligaments.

Muscle.

The Course of the Fluids of the Body.
Arteries.

Oooillaries.

Arterioles.

Branches.

Aorta.

Heart.

Vena cava.

Heart.

Vains.
Capillaries.

Veinlets.

Branches.

Lymphatice (LyaphaWater )

Tissue.

nootlete.

Branches.

Thoraoio duct.

Heart.

Lactealo.
Intestine.

Villi.

Lacteal Vessels. Thoraoio duct.

Heart.

1M
NERVES.
The cerebro-spinal nerves should be taken as a whole am
treated as a tree, ana this reveals quite an interesting secret.
We saw the vegetation reverse its waves, and here we have the same
chins, Proving that the nervous system, in the physical body,
corresponds to the vegetable Xingdom in the earth.

Morecver,

we find its root is the hydrogen coll of the brain, the Pons YaroliIt
the principle nervous centre.

Spinal.
Root.

Cord,

Motor Nerves,
Leaves.

Sensory werves,

sensa*ior

The Blossoms.

The
Fruit.

Trunk.
The meauiiated and nervous matters of the entire body freely
reflect the forms of trees, leaves and plants.
The miorosoope revals millions of little trees, in oross •ee-i
tions of certain parts of the brain.

A vertical section of the

cerebellum reveals beautiful fern-leaf pictures.
The whole mass of the brain resembles a bulb or root, out of
which grows the inverted cerebro-spinal tree.
The cerebrft-spinal nerves control the musoles giving then,
both, wltal energy and intelligent atimulTus for aotion; therefore,
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we should expect to find the musoles representing certain antral
life of this outer body, depending upon nervous energy

"ubsis-

tence.
This food would be vital energy, such as would be transmitted
to the fruit of the tree *y atomio growth.
nitrogenous food;

This would then be a

therefore,- such food as the birds of the sir

would feed upon. We saw" the blood bring the gases to the musoles,
then te'do represent the atmosphere.

.But, me is, also, resides in

the atmosphere, and owing to his great nervous development is a
nitrogenous being,
the sympathetio nerves are the medium connecting the nutwr
Dody with *,ho social organs within.

They largely oontrol the

blood vessels, and the abdominal -viscera, in their funotions.
They supply the energy which enables the blood to carry to the
outer tissue, the products of these organs, and they, may be likened
to the hydro-carbon vegetables growing beneath the surface of the
earth.
The heart, as a whole, resembles a bulboug root, out of which
is growing the gnarled and twisted bodies of a huge vine, and as
it turns and twists about in its circuitous route, it wore than
ever resembles a vine.

It clings closely to the tissues as the

vine oreeps upon the earth or Binds about the trunk of a tree.
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The tissues of the blood vessels, then, may tie compared to
the vines.
But, the fluids, in the blood vessels, correspond to the
ourrents of the ocean.

The thoraolo duct is the great river of

fresh water, which flows into the sea, the venous blood; therefore,
the fishes,

white oorpusoles of the lymph and blood, are found

in both.
The red oorpusoles of the blood are the little all seeing
eyes which "run to and fro in the earth..

As we have seen, they

are supplied with light when formed Inl.t the lungs.
We may now diagram all of these distinctive* physiological
structures with reference to our waves, and we are not surprised
to find then drop right into the usual orbital arrangement.

1»]
Here we see alsp , the tissue ^ which each is the most
closely associated.
The Lungs.
The lungs, probably, more than anything else in the human
body, resemble a tree, espeoially, the bronchial portions, so
much so, that anatomists have. named them the "bronchial tree."
It is also inverted.

L*rynx.

Trachia.

Hoot.

Trunk.

3ronchi«les.

Air Cells.

Leaves.

Blossoms.

Red Corpusoles.
fruits.

The Livag.
is another inverted tree, but, a* It is a secreting gland,
we find the substanoe partaking, largely, of t]ie. reseinblancetb.'
rivers.

Nearly its whole substance is composed of vessels.

Sections of it, however, show typical vegetable forms.
It secrets the bile, and its duete are very faithful to out
waves.

Oall Bladder.

Neck.

Com. bile duct.

Ducden urn
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A longitudinal section of the pancreas shows it growing out
of the ducdenum like a well foi inged shrub, the duots being the
ttera aM branches.
A cross section of the pancreas reveals the iwace of an almost
perfected planetary system, and, singular to say, we find directly
"t its er.ci , t.ne spleen, which represents the perfected planet,
6aturn.
The pancreas may be considered the ring, which surrounds
Saturn.

The spleen la the perfected organ, being a ductless

gland.

A cross section of the spleen shows the blood vessels

passing through the substance in a manner to resemble, e*aotly,
an ancient and deformed tree, suggesting extreme age.
Saturn in called the old man of this system.
There are peculiarities about the stfleen which make it an
exceptionally interesting organ.
gland in the body.

It is the larjewt ductless

It shows a decided tendency to form round

satellites about itself of its owri substance.

Saturn has eight

moons , whlch mikes this tendenoy significant.
In a cross section, showing the arteries in .the substance of
the spleen, there are, along the branches, little rounded formations,
called the malplghian. corpuaolee, looking for all the world like a
tree full of fruit, with no leaves on the branches, signifying

ripened fruit.
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These little Bodies receive from the blood pure

hydrogen, which is transformed in the spleen, into the fleshy
albumen of the plasma and, after Plsboration, is carried to the
tissues for nourishment.

This material supplies the fleshy

body for the red Mooa corpuscles.
The Kidneys.
We have not referred to the kidneys as one of the planets,
because they are satellites to Uranua, a secondary planet.

It-- Us

a medium between the inner planetary system ar.d the outer world-.
Their speoial function is to separate from the blood, and exorete
from the body, the stagnant end lifeless fluids;

therefore, no

may expect to find their tissues resembling waterways.
The pelvis of the Kidney is a large cavity aoting as a reser
voir to receive the fluid taken from the blood;

it may be likened

to an inland lake.
It is into this lake the principal organs empty their .surplus
fluids;

the ten nolplghian pyramids representing the ten depart

ments of a perfeoted system.
The 'tubes and blood Vessels bear a remarkable resemblance to
our waves.
Theyrajlfy the cortical and medullary substances whlch iPqnstitute the body of the kidney.
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The tubull-urlrtlferl oomnence in the cortical portion of the
kidney as the nalplghian oodIes, which are small rounded masses.
They are deep red In color, which is the typical color of Uranus,
signifying the end.
Thie rounded body is the pouch like beginning of the urinifero
tubule.

it is a capillary centre.

The small arterial twigs ante

into this pouch, and the corresponding veins pass out of it.
We will now see one of the most complete reproductions of
our system of wave* we have yet examined in the body.

Moreover,

the whole wave reveals the six vibrations instead of fous, ce in
most of the other tissues we have examined, showing an apprcach

1SS

Kalpighian body.

Proxinate convoluted tube.

spiral tube of schaohowa.

Descending limb of Henles loop.

Asconding limb of Henleo loop.

Convoluted tube.

Fvcoeiv ing tube.

- 156 In a cross section of the pyramid we divide six substances:
1.

The large collecting tube.

2.

The branch collecting tube.

3.

Henle'e loop.

4.

Artery out aoross.

5.

vein cut across.

6.

The connection tissuel
elands.

The secreting glands throughout the body tend to assume a
convoluted form; the object of these convolutions being to in
crease the secreting capaoity.

Therefore, we may understand they

are of a vegetable nature and under onntrol of the lymphatio
system.
Ths liirse ductless glands, situated near speoial organs are
their noons, liXe the supravenal c?psules above each of the
kidneys.

Instead of secreting fluids to pass into the circulation,

tl-iay develop -

'

——Mucleated cells, which must, themselves, be nourished by the
blood.

^hey, however, £ive, as compensation, vital energy.

They are store houses for energy.
We will refer to cnly a few more instances where our physical
save continuity exhibits itself.
the course of the food which we eat follows the rule, as it
passes through the aliriestary .canal.

Morecver, the course of this

canal intimates the purpose for which it is intended, by approxi
mately adjusting itself to correspond with the ultimate tissass
which th« food is intended to nourish.
We piece the food in our mouth, a round opening in the head
we masticate it with our teeth.
Q
we swallow it into the gullet, xhich is surrounded by the ribs
*%jzt^^f ; it pas«es behind the sternum,
and the useless portion la ejected from the body through the
relvic bones
Tne physical conformation of the muscular canal itself shows
a decided tendency to adjust itself to these waves.
The villi of the snail intestine which absorbs the chyle,
the lactealb and lymphatics, aro perfect reproductions of the
waves.
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AM. lastly, the ^kin, the seat of the special Bense of tor.ch,
end its a;.pendages follow the law.
fW
^^wv
Swaat gland. Duct in Dermis.

\f\AAf
Duct in Epidermis.

0
Terminating
scale.

It will be noted, this set of waves represents the end, or
the return, to potefctiality.

All the tissues of the body are

following these waves, seeing release for vibration and energy
at
from Batter. The final evidence of the vegetable nature of
the nerves is the hair, on the surfaoe ojr the body.
vascular and has no sensation.

It is non

We see it most prolifio on the

head, within which,all the nerves centre.
Every part of the human tody is shedding nil the time, dead
matters from which the organio life waves have escaped, leaving
only inorfianio flatter.
Every living tissue in the human boay ir; constantly dividing,
tiid subdividing, in order to give greater surface to the oxydizing
influence of the atmosphere.

The very firBt effect of the fer

tilizing of the ovum, is cleavage, and multiplication of bodies,
and consequent increase of surfsee -:<rea.
The opposing force is equally a» aotive, however, and in its
effort to restrain expansion, arranges the new cells into rings
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ana jlobes, presenting as little external surface as possible; this
finally develops the sense of respiration to carry the f tmosrheric
influence into the interior of bodies in order to disintegrate them-,
destructive assimilation is the result.

The negative forces meet

this with nutrition.
There sre four serpents trying to release themselves from
each other and coil up, each in his own state*
The nitrogen serpent, in the flesh
The oxygen serpent, in the muscle, '
The oarbon serpent, in the bone,
The hydrogen serpent, in the marrow,
And, then, there is the great potential serpent trying to reconcile
them ell in one- body or state of potentiality
V.io end of aotivity - vacuum^
Why multiply the simile further?

If we Save not established

a universal law, we have revealed a ooineidence equally remark
able; because, it proves habit- to be paramount to law, when once
established in matter.
Man the Crowning Act of Mature.
We now refer to the man within the potential centre - the
God-nan, whe rules over nan, the universe.

That being, whose

aeat is in the sensorium, in the pons varolii, and who holds
within his hands all the nerves of the Unman body - tjie soul.

ieo:
For the physical man to be a universe, his maker must be the
God, for God made the great universe from the first primary ovum,
out of which vibration came.
first God, and God of all.

Then the first great cause is the
The man God, with his seat in the

sensorlum, is the Lord God of the man universe^ Aocording to the
teachings of the christian religion, God manifests himself in the
flesh in the man, Christ.

Christ la the savior of man, therefore,

man is not the Christ, but another individual being, subject to
Christ' s speolal saving function,
Saving made ourselves familiar with the fundamental principles
of nature, we are enabled to reveal the truth of the 31ble teachings
and to -show that they are of the deepest solentiflo significance.
»ith the veil of superstition and nypiOorlsy torn aside, and
emotion, and hysteria, caBt out, we may Know and reverenoe the
true Qod with the certainty that he is a great and benign being,
with a secret ohamber in our ovn brain, wherein he presides as
high priest, to tell us what we chall do to be always at peace with
the universe of whloh we are a part.
The spinal oord, with its nervous 'system, is this God-man
with tlB centre In the pons varolii where the greater, universal God
talks to him.

when nervous energy traverses the nerves, and

passes into and teco.itee fixed in the. tissues of the physloel b"dy,
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it is Christ, the warm wave of oxygen, the blood, that releases it
and return! it to the Cod centre.
It is no fault of the authors of the sorlptures that man nas
not been able to understand them, but the fault of .' false and
designing teachers, who purposely blinded the eyes to fundamental
laws revealing the truth, in order that the truth, itself, might
not be known by mankind at large.
It were far better that man have his eyes pierced than have
his soul blinded.
Ouur yyo/m, thecry dces not substantiate a Christ, a special
dispensation, but it dces repeal the rudlnentary Christ in every
human being, to M

right and truthful teaohings.

ood, Christ and Man are states of being^and phases of life,
and they are all in woman.
■«an is the head of Woman, Christ is the head of Man, and ood
is the head of Christ. "
How let un law aside prejudice and return to first prinoiples.
We said in our early lessona, that, energy is all we can find
in first cause.

We find energy starts from vaouum and returns to

vaouum, this being the potential state of being, pr the God-head.

Il2i

lea
We saw this -first osiise cone out of vaouus and develop into
fciir primordial creative vibrations , united in one positive wave.

These waves are fundamental, and universal, in the creation
of material bodies.

They are inseparable; therefore, are one

body- wltti four esnent'ial pf-rts.
We saw these waves assume physical bodies and become our
prlcae atoms of matter.
Nitrogen, oxygen, carbon and hydrogen* " They are evoj in
pursuit. of *aoh other.
We are prepared to declare, that here is the first great cause
in his- four primordial, physical parte.
The life wave in each, representing its spirit..
i4AM/'
^%s%m**~
-—
God.

Christ.

Nitrogen.

Oxygen.

Van.
Carbon.

Now, we understand how they are all in- woman.

woman.
Hydrogen.
We have seen

these three positive waves' repeatedly ooIl up lrtto the hydrogen
coll.

Then, woman represents the organic coll, and in this coll

axe the other thgee vibrations.
We Know this applies to organio bodies as well as to the atom
ic and moleoular worlAl/ therefore, woman oontains, the God, Christ
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and Man princip/H, within her o»n being,

ana me jcut are seen

in the primordial organic atone.
TlSStl.
^

Muscle
P

Botvt
©

ini

narrow.
Q

Thus we establish * he organic seat of the four in physical
nan.
The orain is the great Molecular ovum tiTi »f have seen ltp
four prime divisions.
The cerebrum :e 'he God head.
The oerebellum is the Christ head.
The medulla oblongata la the man head.
The Pons Varolii le the woman.
It has always been held that man represents love, arid woman
represents wisdom, and we have before us a rftmarKable vindication
of this thecry.

The deep origin of nearly. if not all. the

nerves of the human head end body is found in the coll of the Pons
varolii, and thus we see the light for all the other departments
coming out of the woman centre.

Do we pav too high a tribute to

woman, when she is the mother of both our body and our mind'
Wherever, In nature, we see a physical manifestation of any of
these waves, there, 1s a seat, centre or medium for that principle,
be it God, Christ, Man or Woman.

%

1«4'
They are all focused into the nan universe, the highest plane
of evolution.

'Kale and female. mar. was made.

Thefe are the four great physical beings which make the
cod-nan.
The Cod of flesh.

— . .

The Christ of Muscle.
Thf> Man of bone.
The T/oman of Marrow, or medullated Matter.
The Medium of God is the spinal cord and the <v;retoro spinal
nerves.
The Medium of Christ is XY.c blood.
The Medium of Man the laoteals.
The Medium of ffor.an the jymphatios.
Whether, in the forming of primordial atoms, rr.oleouiar oodles,
planetary systems or organic beings, these four primordial princi
ples ar* one and inseparable, and in the fchywIcal organio ntate
1
constitute one being, «i?n four co-ordinate parts .
God sends Christ, his; only begotten aon, to release man from
bondage.
Then, positive nitrogen, Cod, and positive oxygen, Christ,
are, normally, in a free state, and have the power to release their
vibrations, and return themselves to a state of potentiality, at
the same time, absorbing anH caxrylng with them the other waves.
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It is the prime oalfton atom, which the o«ygen-Chrlst is to
release from aolecular bondage! and to accomplish this, oxygen
itself, must take on the oarbon body, pass out through the func
tions of hydrogen, and, by his own spirit return the oarbon vibra
tion to the ood state of being.

This gives us the resouing waves.

Be have followed these waves in the development of the phjrploal
man,

They are all clothed in organic tissues.

It is man alone,

the carbon, which seems destined to sink into the utter darkness
of bone.

Only the disintegrating influence of heat will dissolve

the hard caloortous deposits.
.'
Respiration is the agent of Bod.

- i
i

Circulation Is the agent of Christ.
Ood is the positive nitrogen of the atmoephere and Christ is
the positive oxygen of the atmosphere, as primary vibrations.
Now let us see how the latter happens to be the son of the
former.
In our lesson on the Primordial Waves, we said- that/ the
sun sends light to the earth, but no direct warmth, but that a
latent warmth f'x aroused, upon the sun's light ooming in oontaot
with the earth's surfaoe) the mingling of this ^positive light and
heatr gives us our atmosphere of nitrogen and oxygen, the latter being the direot product of the former.

We breaths into the lungs, this same atmosphere, and it sur
renders to the blood the oxygen, and thus Ood gives up his only
son, to go to the resoue of man, carbon.
Ihe red blood aorpusolesbeeomee the physical body of Christ,
the oxygen, which, by the circulation, is carrled to the system.
Combustion ooours. upon oxygen and carbon coming in contaot, and
carbonic add is formed.

This liberates carbon in a gasecus

forj* which is returned to the lungs by the venous blood, and Is
exhaled into the atmosphere, the spirit of «arbon returned to God.
0hrist, the heat generated by this combustion, manifests in
and manifests cod in the
and thus we see, "God manifested in the
flesh by the man, Christ. "
This spirit wave, released by Christ, is wise, having passed
through all the experlencejof matter.
he has become as one of us..

ood said of man, "Behold,

Upon receiving his release he*

becomes a faotor in building other physical bodies: his tendency
le always toward the earth.
Our waves will reveal how Cod manifests Mmnelf in the flesh,
and how the body is 'dying dally" and the spirit man is being
released.
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The nerves control respiration.
The htood is the circulation.
Jtlie bone 1b the subject, here, of disintegration.
The narrow, in this act, Is regeneration^
ana out of this develop: tho muscles ana the flesh.

-Uif
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After hating surrendered his body in the formation of carbonio
acid, Christ is no longer in the flesh, but in the spirit, be be
comes the warmth of the body.

All pain represents the Physical

suffering of Christ, while in the body.

No pain is felt where

there is no blood.
Then, we see, God in the flesh, signifies atomic aotivity,
nervous energy, aroused by thfe sensory nerves which are located in
the flesh of the body.

The seat of respiration is the capillaries

of the tissues.
Christ represents molecular activity, engendering warmth and
growth.

He is aroused ay the God centre and his lmpulse is over

the motor nerves.

Ills physical agent is the gusoular system.

las
Physical Man, the bonea, in helpless without the aotivity
of the muscles, which converts the bones into levers, to move the
body,

spiritual man, carbonic aoid gas, is released by the

heat caused by muscular aotion and, destructive assimilation.
In the development of organio life on a world, an atmosphere
must first be made about it, not alone to sustain life, but to
beget life.
Without vegetation, and animal life, a world is truly dead.
It is in the carbon state, when the coming of a Christ is necessary
to warm it into life.
Our Man universe, like every other system as a wnoie, is a
world, and should bear fruits like other worlds.

We have said,

the purpose of vegetable and animal life is to release vibration
from inorganio matter and return it to the potential state.
Then the fruits of man should be spiritual fruits, and his physical
parts are but agents to the main purpose.
We live in the atmosphere provided by our earth.
posed of nitrogen and oxygen.

^
It is com

These two gases are net, alone,

suffioientto make Mstoio ova; therefore, we evolve carbon and
hydrogen which unite with the nitrogen and oxygen, and thus we
form about ourselves an atmosphere, in -which we can best develop
.spiritually.

The manifestation of that development is by speech
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and action.

Our thoughts take outward or physical bodies.

Our physical development , in like Banner, betrays the
density of our carbon 'yioCd^"-^ .
The vegetable kingdom is the medium by which the living
nitrogen and oxygen of our atmosphere are supplied.
God, and Christ, reaoh us through it.

The universal

The flowers release nitro

gen ana the leaves release oxygen, to enrich the air we breatde,
with living energy.
The fruits supply the food for animal tissues, the compensai tion being, the release of carbon and hydrogen, as we have seen.
The new atom formed from a union of these four elements is of
a very high order, partaking of old and new habits.
The vitalized air which ran breathes, will not atomically
unite again, with the crude earth, having once tasted of freedom.
The fruits he eats, not having been reclaimed, in their potential
state, by mother earth, have not unlearned their lesson of light
and love in the atmosphere; therefore, they beget tissues inspired
to rise above the carbon.

These become inherent senses in the

animal.
Finding his poychio aspirations looking ever toward the sky,
man became an inverted tree.

His head is the root and is up in

the air, while all of his members normally point toward the earthy
as the place from uhenee he came.

His material products are
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given to the earth as compensation, but the inverted tree naa
yielded a new fruit, a being with a nervous system influenced, and
primarily controlled, by nitrogen, the atomio get.
The <uiinal, sinpe its first creation, has shown a tendency tn
rise upward, till physical nan starias erect, and ran, if he so
chooses, form a physical continuity with God, and become all wise
with hlO<
The God-like man has the power to think and reason; thought
is purely vibratory; therefore, is atomic aotion, an attribute of.
God.
Thought oombines the four prlffle atoms of energy in the atmos
phere about us, and makes the little spiritual worlds, our brain
cells, filled with the wisdom of all ages, did we but know how
to interpret it.
Thoughts are entitles, minute spirals of pure vibration, the
satellites of those who release them.
with them.

The atmosphere is filled

They nre visible to the naked eye

They are acces-

uible only to those who have built about themselves an atmosphere
to attract them.
It in possible, to develop a discriminating spiritual sense,
which rill accept those which are useful and beneficial, and
reject all others.
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It is possible to read from the atmosphere the thoughts of
persons about us.
In a perfeoted state, man will be er.sbled to plaoe hinself
in. atomio relations with universal mind, which is the vibratory '
world.

Time and space will be wholly eliminated in the trans

ference of thought.
He will then be able to exercise every special sense in a
God-like manner, and thereby know the mind of every atoja of
■atter in the universe.
He will feel himself released from the carbon age of commercialian, and ^mpass bade into the age of philosophy, and view
for hinself the things which inspired the prophets.

He may see

and know the eyssenio beings who left a great light, to this
present age, in the Holy Bible, holy becauee of lta antiquity, as
well as/iits sacred and inspired nature.
It is the power which Christ releasee^
who represents a tangible God.
fear and dread.

t- „ r.-t.
The tangible Christ,

They are not beings to inspire

They degtest emotion and hysterloal fright.

They love the robust and laughing.
spirit, light and free.

Laughter betrays a bounding

The long, cadaverous, sallow face la

indicative of a spirit bound up in carbon beyond release.
smile of tha Christ cannot reach and warm it.

The

The spirit from
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that tody can only be released ty Material firefly ^>cl^-/
To those, who, in life, attain to the atomio powers, all is
light; because by atomio aotion wisdom is' transmitted to moleoular*
bodies.

The atoms are united in vaouum, and wherever there is a

price molecule, there is )rttouum.

The heart is the receptaole of

nil knowledge and the fountain of all wisdom in the human organism
or i.ian universe.
Ba'oh individual brain cell is a molee*lar ovum, capable"b5being fertilized and multiplied indefinitely by the atomio sttoulfus.
The attitude of mental vaouum Is the grand secret.
Fraotice, and patient perseverance, bring a rlch reward to those
v?no will surrender, only a few of their wore worldjty and material
desires and beliefs.
Mental vaouum will enable the all knowing vibrations to fer
tilize the brain cells with love ana wisdom, and light will ba
riven to the Thole human mind, and to every atom in the body.
The atmosphere around us is a dense body compared with pure
vacuum.

Yet vaouum pervades it all, and free vibration resides

therein.
The atmosphere is filled with microsoopio life, minute
physical bodies, one,a

globe of

light, the other a

dark body , /fa f> h-j d^ct^. ^ The one/ is the nitrogen atom, the ether,
oxygen.
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The eye may be cultivated to eee these germs and oritically
examine them.
They appear to best advantage in bright sun light, which
them.
The whitt globe, is seen to frequently unroll, >making a
little.light streak, at the end of which appears the darker body
of oxygen.

When carbon and hydrogen vibrations are released by

vegetable or animal, the four at once unite to form an atoralo
ovum filled with the wisdom of the greater universal mind.
These bodies dart about In the atmosphere In the meet anima
ted manner, displaying eager aotivity.

In a single field, the

eye may perceive as many as one can note of stars, in a single
sweep of the milky way.
During meditation a mental vacuum is formed, and these life
germs rush to the brain, nourish and -stimulate it for higher
thought , and quickened perception.

In early morn is the most

propitious time for such meditation.
In an ordinary oonsoious state, with our minds oooupled by
Buperflolal things, these germs are impotent to our senses.
We cannot breathe them into the lungs.

They will Hot unite with

physioal matter excepting through the brain.
mental tfaouum.

They rush to
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By systematic thought, and meditation, the train receives a
direct stimuloua through the external sense organs, which are the
peripheral ends of the prinoipal oranial matrVBi created for this
purpose.
By concentration and suspension of aotive thought, mental
vaouum is formed, and this tarings the senses in direct physical
oontaot with the universal wisdom, and pictures not created by
the carnal mind are visible to the oonscious ejo).
The eye can be cultivated to see and the ear to hear in
vaouum.
Mental communication between minds may be established regard
less of distance and time by which the instantanecus transmission
and interchaw00<f thoughts may be enjoyed
To the seleot few, who are willing to make reasonable saoriflces, sufficiently long to perfect themselves, mechanical aids
will not be necessary.

Then orime will be impossible^ for it oan.

be foreseen and prevented.
We are, now, in photographic communication with every sun,
planet and star in the heavenly body, and thtta we obtain the crystal
forme for the mineral kingdom, and the gecmetrical figures for
our leaves, flowerB and fruits of the vegetable kingdom.
As each planet oomes into new life, it flashes us a photographio report of its progress snd we adapt the new forms, and work
them into our own organic fabrios.
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The snow crystals are au* types.
In each kingdom, mineral, vegetable and animal, we have a
perfeot reproduction of what has appeared on the other planets.
Saturn, especially, sent us designs for our vegeation,
through hydrogen or moisture.

The beautiful snow crystals are

the solidified patterns for the tissues, fruits and minerals.
Jupiter gave us forms for our fishes, birds and inaects.
Mars gave us our animal natures
Our psychio natures we receive from the gun and the moon.
As the mists rise from the earthis surfaoe the fine globules
are little balloons of commerce between the earth and the stars,
upon reaching certain planes they come in eontaot with certain
piratical conditions, just like in commerce, and it 1s during the
battle royal of thunder and lightning, between the elements, they
mceive the positive wave-pictures of things and events, photo
graphed into them by the lightning, and they return to the earth
laden with fresh wisdom which it surrenders to the organio life.
A proof of this principle may be easily found.
when a railrcad train speeds along the steel traoks in a fine!
miety rain, its windows are literally oovered with messages,
confiscated by the rain drops from the cdjaoent telegraph wires.
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The dots, and dashes, of the telegraph oode are plainly and
distinctly diiicttrHeV; ' the dots or dashes representing single
letters or brief words are contained in eaeh drop, nut, owing to
the great disturbance of the atmosphere, no eomplete sentences
can be recorded upon the window.

Nevertheless, each drop delivers

its message perfectly, and in exaot continuity with which the
dots and dashes were made by the operator.

This continuity is

the deep scientific mystery.
Tho rain drops, actually, steel from the wires above, the
messages, and deposit them upon the windo* of the hollow spirting
car which tends to form a vaouum.
The proper tuedium must be a sharp oontaot between oold and
heat, with moisture on the cold side and vaouum 0n the warm side,
en antagonistic arrangement of our oreative vibrations.

ST of the car window has some
Possibly the double glad*
influence.

,
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Here is a nice ripe plum for some energetic scientiflo
genius to piucK.
lire can say, with all confidence, to scientific investigators.,
all wisdom may toe found in vaouum and vaouum is everywhere.

it

requires no tall towers, nor deep dungeons) a vaouum the size of a
pea oontains the wisdom of the world, because it is a magnetic.
oontaot with the universal mind.
We have said enough to enable those who seek wisdom to
find it.
Your never falling guide, <XYS the four primordial waves, and
the faithful serpent, with his taIl in his mouth.

0

(13(
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Man.
Wa promised to again refer to the peychio process by which
certain materials are made by the organs to nourish the tissues
of the outer body.
We will here give scientific interpretation to another statewent in Genesis, of the Bible.
The f irst Adam 1b the outer physical nan, "of the earth,
earthy . »
The second or "sychic fldam is quite a different being.
We shall be brief In this reference because this belongs in
our, Interpretation or Genesis.

The inner organs represent the

first and true Garden of Bien.
The psychic Adam is born in the spleen; we Have seen that
organ receive its portion of the red blood corpusole destroyed in
the process of digestion.
This substance is elaborated in the spleen and receives the
sense of the state of being.

It is the first BPark of organic

life engendered in the beginning albumen.
Its physical sign is

(Pb

.

It is the angel principle.

Its shape suggests its purpose,

the outer ring ot the red blood corpusole.
sizes its potential and primitive nature.

This shape also empha
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The; second phase of Ufa cornea from Jupiter, the liver.
It gives to the new horn saint, the sense of feeling, which engeners heat, and dealr$ to attaoh itself to surrounding matter,
it is thus tempted to partake of forbidden fruit*, products of
tigaetion. .. It assumes the physical form of the satan prinolple
4u£ to this new sense.
The third phaBa of life is received from the stomach.

The

ne"7 plasittlo material receives from the stomach, the first produot
of digestion, albumincae.

it passes through the niembranes of the

blood vessels and directly into the blood and converts the par
tially formed organio matter into albj(min, giving to it the sense
of taste, and consequent sense of hunger ; the albumin 11 now a
aaterial body and in order to prooure food it assume! amaebold
isovenunt and puts out feelers or processes assuming th»s physical
form. J£X
While it has latent light from the liver, and latent wanntn
from the stomaoh, these are negative;

therefore, it can neither

see, h«sr nor smell.
But it has independent motion, and sensation, and latent
qualities to develop the other senses by coming in oontaot with
the proper materials.
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We reeogniie it now as the lucooyte or white corpuscle.
iTom the liver It passes by the portal vein to the heart where it
attaohes itself to the eorpusoles of theHhious blood and at once
receives the sense of seeing and hearing.
s
It is at this point Ood says, "Behold, the man is become as
one of us, to know good and evil; and now, lest he put forth his
hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat? and live forever:
therefore, Ood sent him forth from the Garden of Eden, to till the
ground from whence he was taken. "

/nd the white oorpusole, at

tached to the red oorpusole of the venous blood is sent to the
lungs, the land, there to be properly vitalized and sent out in
the piaswa of the arterial blood to become the marrow of the
bones and substance of the fymphatio glands, in order that Its
wisdom may not influence the medullary matter of the nervous system.
It is the eonsoious ego of the r^yoical body which says,
"Behold, he has become as one of ub. "

In its free state, the

white corpueole io an independent living matter capable of atteehing itself to tissues and causing abnormal growth or assuming a form
to antagonize the proeesees of the system.

It may be seen clinging

to the walls of the blood vessels reluctant to move en.
It was this state which the guiding senses of the oragnio system
'promptly suppressed, by sending the dangerous element to the bottom
less pit, the bone, and putting it to work building and nourishing
the bone - "tilling the land"-.
process in the human organism.

This -reveals a very important

